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Abstract
Systems (artificial or natural) for vsual object recognition are faced with three fundamental problems: the correspondence problem, the problem of representing 3D shape,
and the problem of defining a robust similarity measure between images and views of
objects.
In this thesis, I address each of these problems:
e I present a recognition algorithm (RAST) that works efficiently even when no
correspondence or grouping information is given; that is, it works in the presence
of large amounts of clutter and with very primitive features.
0 I discuss representations of D objects as collections of D views for the purposes
of visual object recognition. Such representations greatly simplify the problems
of model acquisition and representing complex shapes. I present theoretical and
empirical evidence that this "view-based approximation" is an efficient, robust,
and reliable approach to 3D visual object recognition.
0

present Bayesian and MDL approaches to the similarity problem that may
help us build more robust recognition systems.

These results form the basis for a simple, efficient, and robust approach to the geometric aspects of 3D object recognition from 2D 'image. The results presented in
this thesis also strongly suggest that future research directed towards building reliable recognition systems for real world environments must focus on the non-geometric
aspects of visual object recognition, such as statistics and scene interpretation.

Thesis Supervisor: Tomaso Poggio
Uncas and Helen Whitaker Professor, Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences
and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
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n ro uc ion
The human visual system allows us to identify and distinguish thousands or possibly
millions of objects quickly and effortlessly, even in complex, cluttered surroundings
and in the presence of partial occlusions. Duplicating this ability with computers has
many practical applications. Being able to build artificial systems that can recognize objects may also help us in the formulation and testing of hypotheses about the
human visual system.
In this thesis, we will be studying one particularly important aspect of visual object
recognition: geometry. By geometric aspects of visual object recognition, I mean
those aspects of visual object recognition that are based on the shape of an object,
and those procedures that a recognition system (artificial or natural) can use to take
advantage of the shape of objects.
Before even embarking on the study of geometry in visual object recognition, a valid
question to ask is how related the shape of objects is to their identity. The answer to
this question is very complex, and we will defer a discussion until later. For the time
being, suffice it to say that shape does play a significant role in many applications (in
industry and robotics) of visual object recognition, and that the human visual system
has a demonstrable and significant ability to recognize and distinguish objects based
on their shape alone.
On the other hand, the use of shape is not a panacea. Many logistic and economic
constraints prevent us from measuring shape exactly, and many instances of classes
objects vary significantly in their shape from one another. Because of such variations,
highly accurate modeling and use of shape is usually neither possible nor advantageous for recognition.

13
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Therefore, for the purposes of this thesis, we consider the problem of taking advantage of shape for recognition in a coarse, approximate, and (as it will turn out) robust
way.
Some applications of visual object recognition in industry do require high-precision
measurements of shape. However, even for such applications, we will see results that
support the notion that the coarse and robust strategies presented in this thesis are
a useful first step of processing and solve most of the difficult aspects of recognition.
The human visual system also seems to solve some high-precision recognition tasks
(e.g., face recognition), and, again, it appears that coarse recognition is an important
first processing step.
Research on building systems for visual object recognition has been faced with three
major obstacles:
* the correspondence problem
* representations of 3D objects
9 robust similarity measures for shapes
Let us examine these in more detail.

1.1

The Correspondence Problem

Given an image, there is a large number of places and a large number of different ways
in which an object could match that 'image. This fact may be surprising to someone
who has not actually tried to implement a system for visual object recognition on a
computer. We will be discussing the nature of the correspondence problem in more
detail in Chapter 2 and review algorithms that have been designed for addressing it.
In Chapter 3 we will discuss a particular algorithm, the RAST algorithm, that addresses the correspondence problem 'in a novel and particularly efficient way. Unlike
previous recognition algorithms, the RAST algorithm performs sufficiently well even
in the absence of -any correspondence information that it has allowed us to use very
simple and robust representations of images.

1.2. REPRESENTATIONS OF 3D OBJECTS

L2
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Representations of 3D Ob'ects

Because a significant part of visual object recognition deals with 3D shape, a natural
approach towards 3D object recognition has been to represent 3D shape explicitly
and use such representations for the recognition of objects in images.
Unfortunately, even apparently simple 3D objects are very complicated mathematical objects. Describing their structure formally and in a way suitable for algorithmic
processing has been a very hard research problem on which significant progress has
only been made recently.
Because of this, many recognition systems have used heuristic simplifications for the
representation of 3D shapes. In particular, the appearance of an object in an image
in relation to its shape can be divided into two main components: aspects and metric
properties. The aspects of an object describe what is visible from a particular viewpoint ad what is occluded by the object itself (e.g., we cannot see the tail light of a
car when looking at the car from the front). The metric properties describe the exact
mutual distances and locations of visible parts of an object in an image.
It has generally been accepted for many years that the aspect structure of an object
is very difficult to compute and use for visual object recognition. Therefore, many
recognition systems have relied on multi-view representations of objects, in which
each aspect of an object is represented separately.
Metric properties, on the other hand, have always been considered as being very easily accessible to mathematical description. After all, the relationship between points
in 3D and points in an image is described by little more than a matrix multiplication.
Therefore most researchers have attem ted to take explicit mathematical advantage
of metric properties for recognition.
However, the mathematical description of metric properties is deceptively simple.
Once we start taking into account issues like model acquisition, representation of
partial knowledge about 3D objects, curved objects, inaccuracies and measurement
errors in images, the effects of lighting, and the variability of the shape of objects,
the mathematical description of the metric properties of objects in images becomes a
very difficult problem. On the other hand, if we ignore these complexities and simply
assume that the world consists of rigid objects with rigidly attached features that can
be located with high precision in 'images, our recognition systems will make frequent
errors; unfortunately, this is the assumption that many current recognition systems
make.
In response to such problems, a few systems have taken a strictly view-based ap-

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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proach: 3D objects are heuristically represented by collections of representations of
2D views. This is the representation of 3D objects for visual object recognition that I
will argue for in this thesis. However, unlike previous uses of view-based recognition,
this thesis presents theoretical and empirical results that carefully analyze the tradeoffs between computational complexity, accuracy, reliability, and amount of memory
required.

L3

The Sin-lilarity Probleni

Most of the current research in visual object recognition has been on addressing
the two key implementational issues of visual object recognition: the correspondence
problem and the question of 3D representations. However, a much more important
question than this question of "how" is the question of "what": what do we actually
mean by finding an object in an 'image.
Current recognition systems fail to recognize simple 3D objects reliably even in most
seemingly simple scenes.
Many recognition systems fail because they make unsound simplifications of the recognition problem 'in order to get around the correspondence problem or the representational issues. Examples of such unsound simplifications are the use of extended
straight-line approximations to edge maps or the assumption of objects that can be
represented using CAD-like models.
But even systems that are careful about such issues (or restrict their domain suitably)
are usually still unreliable in the presence of clutter and occlusions. This failure is
due to the simplistic similarity measures used in such recognition systems.
Similarity measures used in current object recognition systems generally simply determine "how much" of an object 'is visible in an image. Some more sophisticated
systems assign different weights (or saliency) to different parts of an object or of an
image, and others take into account prior probabilities on the presence or absence of
object parts.
However, all these similarity measures still do not take sufficient advantage of large
amounts of information about objects, the world, and the image. In a Chapter 7 will
give examples supporting this assertion and outline one approach towards developing
better similarity measures.
The RAST algorithm and the paradigm of view-based recognition mostly free us
from concerns about the implementational issues of vsual object recognition and let

I.

3. THE SIMILARITY PROBLEM

us finally address the much more fundamental question of similarity measures.
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Introduction

In this section, we examine in detail the problem of recognition under bounded error.
Bounded error models are interesting because they are amenable to complexity analysis, and they are robust models of error for real applications (see Norton, 1986, for
a general discussion). In many applications, we are only concerned with the question of whether some value does not exceed certain tolerances, but the exact error is
unimportant. Bounded error models also tend to be more robust and easier to apply
than estimation techniques based on more specific models of error.
We define the problem of object recognition under bounded error as follows. Let images and models consist of eatures (e.g., points). Fi nd a transformation (e.g., among
all translations) that will map as many points of the model to within given error
bounds of image points.
The following are key concepts 'in understanding bounded error recognition:
* features Features are discrete, localizable properties of images. Common features include vertices, edges, lines, corners, intersections, blobs, etc.
0 transformation space Abstractly, we can view object recognition as the problem of identifying an equivalence class of feature locations under some geometric
transformation. The set of all geometric transformations that we allow is called
transformation space.
0 evaluation functions Real images contain noise, occlusions, and context. The
19
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Figure 21: A formalization of the recognition problem with bounded error: Find
the largest subset of points mi on the left such that there exists a transformation T
(translation, rotation, scale) of the plane that maps the points into the error bounds
Bj
bj + E given by image points bj together with error bounds given as sets Ej on
the right.
presence of these means that we cannot expect that an image matches a model
perfectly, even if we choose the same geometric transformation that gave rise
to the image in the first place. To quantify how well an image is matched by a
given object transformed by some given transform, we use an evaluation function that returns an indication of the quality of match between the image and
the model.
'ficaflon of match'ngs Under a bounded error model of recognition, picking a particular transformation will bring only some object features in correspondence with 'image features under the error bounds. The collection of pairs
of image features and object features that are brought into correspondence by
a transformation 'is its corresponding matching. The verification problem for
matchings is to determine whether there exist a transformation consistent with
some given matching.
Evaluation functions find applications primarily in transformation space based recognition algorithms, while verification of matchings is used in depth-first search algo-
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rithms (see below).

2,2

Features

For the purpose of this thesis, a feature is a localizable property of images. Common
examples of features are edges, ridges, lines, arcs, vertices, weighted averages of point
feature locations, centroids of image regions, and specularities.
Using features as the basis for recognition has two major advantages:
e it normalizes the input data with respect to many kinds of changes in illumination
0 it greatly reduces that amount of information that needs to be processed by the
recognition algorithm
Despite these advantages, the use of features for recognition implies a kind of early
comrnitrnent: if the initial stages of processing (feature extraction) fail to detect a
feature in the image, subsequent processing cannot recover the missing information
easily. Some authors (e.g., Bichsel, 1991) have argued that this kind of early commitment makes feature-based algorithms too unreliable for practical applications. This
may be true for some domains. In many domains, however, feature-based methods
do work reasonably well.
It is likely that, ultimately, vision systems will use a combination of feature-based
and non feature-based approaches. In this thesis, we will limit ourselves to featurebased methods, mostly for practical reasons. The basic techniques and conclusions,
however, can be generalized to non feature-based approaches.
The methods for feature extraction used in this paper are described in Appendix A.

2.3
2.3.1

Error on Location
Sensing Error

A vision system cannot hope to recover the location of features in a scene exactly.
Some of the reasons for this fact are:
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Optical systems are imperfect and subject an image to various kinds of convolutions before it reaches the image sensor

* Image sensors themselves are subject to noise and quantization
* Any particular "feature" only exists at certain scales; if we try to examine, say,
an edge, at too fine a scale, we will find that it is a complicated curve (see, e.g.,
Falconer, 1990)
0 Edge detectors are sensitive to variations in lighting (this is, in fact, probably
the most significant source of sensing errors in current vision systems).
Vision systems must be prepared to handle the resulting uncertainty in feature locations.
We may try to model the sensing error parametrically, for example, using Gaussian
distributions (e.g., Wells, 1992). However, experience in other fields has shown that
such models are often not very robust and are easy to update only for a few special
kinds of distributions.
An alternative approach is the following. Instead of trying to model the sensing error
we simply bound it. For example, instead of saying that the true location of some
feature 'is distributed like a Gaussian around the measured location with variance a,
we say that 'it must be within a distance of r- of the true location, where is of the
order of, say, 3cr. This is called a bounded error model.
Bounded error techniques have proven to be very robust and efficient for identification and control (Norton, 1986) and have been used extensively in computer vision
(Grimson and Lozano-Perez, 1983, Baird, 1985, Ayache and Faugeras, 986, to name
just a few). Note that bounded error models differ from statistical models in subtle
ways.
First, if we believe that the true error distribution is a Gaussian distribution, then a
bounded errormodel is strictly speaking incorrect, since a Gaussian distribution has
tails that extend to infinity. However, if we choose error bounds carefully, this distinction is usually unimportant in practice, since even if the true distribution were a
Gaussian distribution, the bounded error model would still be correct in almost all the
cases, since it contains almost all te probability mass of the Gaussian distribution.
Second a bounded error model is not the same as assuming uniform error on location
within the error bounds. While it is true that bounded error algorithms are often
useful in situations where the distribution of errors can be modeled as uniform, the
converse is not true. Assuming uniformly distributed error wthin error bounds is a
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much stronger assumption than assuming bounded error and algorithms based on
the assumption of uniform error distributions may not be as robust as bounded error
algorithms.
Most researchers implicitly assume that sensing errors for different features are uncorrelated. This assumption is perhaps justifiable because correlations between sensing
errors are usually due to incomplete modeling of the geometric aspects of the image
formation process. However, a bounded error model does not require such assumptions to be made. Empirically, sensing error appears to be modeled well by a bounded
error model.

2.3.2

Model Variation

Another important source of error is model variation. There are several causes of
model variation: Real objects, even rigid ones, are subject to slight deviations from
their idealized geometric shape. Such errors are similar 'in character to sensing errors:
they are small and bounded, and usually uncorrelated.
In fact, if the transformations that we allow do not include changes of scale, then
model variation is often well approximated by error bounds on the location of features 'in the image; that is, model error will appear. In particular, if bounds on the
amount of 3D model error are circular, then these bounds will be transformed into
circular bounds by the imaging process (projection).
In the presence of changes of scale, error bounds on the object scale with the model,
while sensing error is independent of the scale of the object. However, in practice,
this change of scale is limited,(because the object must fit into the 'image sensorCCD or retina) and, on the other hand, cannot be too small, snce otherwise feature
extraction and other processing steps will fail. Therefore, it is often appropriate to
represent both model and sensing error by error bounds on the location of features
in the image.
There are other knds of model variability that cannot be modeled as sensing errors.
For example, some objects are articulated, meaning that the are composed of several
rigid parts that can move relative to one another under certain constraints. Obviously,
a single rigid model with small error bounds is a poor model of this case. However,
the assumption of rigidity still applies to the object parts (see Brooks, 1983, Connell,
1985, Ettinger, 1987, Grimson, 1989c). Other objects may be allowed to undergo
more general, non-rigid transformations.

24
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Transforrnation space
0

What 'is Transformation Space?

Apart from the error model, another fundamental question for recognition based on
geometry is what kinds of transformations we allow. This question is often answered
by considering the process of image formation.
For the recognition of rigid 3D objects from 2D images, objects are usually thought
to be able to translate and rotate freely in 3D space. For the recognition of rigid
2D objects (e.g., "flat widgets", laminar or planar ob'ects), objects are allowed to
undergo translation and rotation in 2D.
The set of all transformations that we allow the object to undergo is usually referred
to as transfomnation space (sometimes also called pose ,pace or registration space) - A
point in transformation space is also called a pose.
After feature extraction a transformation i.e., a point in transformation space,
uniquely determines the image of a given model.
It is usually the case that "nearby" points in transformation space give rise to very
similar images, and this simple fact forms the basis for most efficient methods of
visual object recognition. This additional structure is the reason why the set of all
transformations is referred to as a "space" (rather than a set`)There are several important cases of transformation spaces; they are listed in Figure 2 2.
Note that the case of 3D recognition from 2D images is different in some important
respects from the case of 2D recognition from 2D images (or, "21) recognition") because of the fact that the transformation of the object is followed by orthogonal or
central projection. Because of this projection, some information about the object is
irretrievably lost, and an infinity of different objects can give rise to the same image,
even in the absence of errors.
The complete view of error bounds and transformations in the 3D case is illustrated
schematically in Figure 23. An object 'is considered an equivalence class (under D
rigid body transformation) of feature locations in 3D together with an error model.
A particular element of that equivalence class together with model error is a scene.
The scene becomes an image through a projection and the addition of sensing error.
As we stated above, a point in transformation space determines the image that corresponds to a given model. However we can turn this around and ask: given some
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Figure 22: Different kinds of transformation spaces useful for visual object recognition.
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Transformed 3D points with model error
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Transformation
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(Orthographic or Central Projection)
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2D points with model and sensing error

x
Image

Figure 23: Transformation and errors in 3D object recognition from 2D images.

constraints on the image, what points in transformation space (i.e., what transformations) will transform the model in such a way that the constraints on the image are
satisfied.
In particular, for bounded error recognition, the constraints are of the form of a
matching, i.e., a collection of pairs (or correspondences) of image and model points.
A transformation that is consistent with this matching must ap model points to
within the given error bounds of their corresponding image points. The set of all
such transformations (for a given matching) is the feasible set for that matching.
This view of bounded error recognition in transformation space provides the basis for
many object recognition algorithms, and for the analysis of many other algorithms
(see Section 27.1). However, most researchers have used rather unwieldy representations of transformations; if the representation of transformations is not chosen
properly, feasible sets can be non-linear or even non-convex. Since most operations
in bounded error recognition algorithms require intersections and unions of such sets
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to be computed, a representation that supports such operations efficiently is very
important.
It is known that in several important special cases simple constraints (error bounds)
on the location of image or model features give rise to simple subsets of transformation space. These three special cases are 2D translation, 2D translation, rotation and
scale with convex polygonal error bounds on location (Baird, 1985), and affine transformations with convex polygonal error bounds on location. Below, we will review
these representations and also discuss how other kinds of transformation space can
be represented in terms of these.
Note that some correspondences may be excluded on non-geometric grounds. For
example, a red dot on an object can never give rise to a green dot in the image, so
no correspondence between them is possible under any transformation. We refer to
such non-geometric information as feature 1abe18.

2.4.2

2D Translation (T2)

The case of recognition under 2D translation is particularly important, because of its
potential applications, because of its efficiency, and because it is easy to visualize.
Assume that image and model points are contained in IR2 . Now, consider a particular
model point rn and a particular image point b. We are interested in the set of all
translations T of the plane that map m to within a given error of the given image
point b.
A natural representation of the translation T is as a vector t in IR2. The constraint
on T arising from the correspondence between rn and b under error
can then be
expressed as
T(m - b
(t + m - b 1 <
(2.1)
This is illustrated in Figure 24.
Note that in this case, error bounds on model points are circular, and that the feasible
set in transformation space is also circular. In fact, the 2D translational case is very
special because error bounds that take on any shape will give rise to a feasible set of
similar shape in transformation space.
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Image Point with
Error Bound

The set of translations that
align the model point with the
image point to within the error
bound
Model Point

i

=:F).

==>

ii-

Transformation Space (R5, consisting
of all translations

Image/Model Space (R 3

Figure 24: A simple case of transformation space: the space of all translations.

2.4.3

2D Translation, Rotation, Scale (TRS2)

Let us consider the case in which transformation space consists of translations, rotations, and changes of scale (this is sometimes called the set of quiform transformations) and in which error bounds are given by convex polygons around model points.
The derivations in this section follow Baird 1985.
Transformations are given by a rotation/scaling R and translation t, i.e., the transformation of the model point
into the image point b,, is given by: b = R
+ t.
Let us use complex numbers for representing locations. This means that we can represent the rotations and translations themselves as complex numbers. Thus, we can
consider the space of transformations either as isomorphic to C2 or to R 4.
Consider now a point b in the image, and a point
on the model. By pairing the
image point b with the model point
under an error bound E, we define a set of
geometrically consistent transformations

TE(mb = f(Rt): Rm+t E-b

El

(2.2)

This representation has two important equivalent) properties:
9

convex polygonal error bounds E give rise to convex polyhedral sets

E
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convex error bounds E gve rise to convex sets

TE

To see this, assume that error bounds on the location of image points are given as
linear constraints. If the linear constraints are gven by a vector u and a scalar d we
then require for a transformation that is geometrically consistent with the pairing of
a given image and model point that:
u (b - b(r) < d
After a little manipulation, for certain kinds of transformations, this can be rewritten
as a linear constraint on the components of the transformation:
C(u, b) ( R :! d(d u r)
Here, (t, R) is a vector formed from the components of the vector representing the
translation t and the components of the matrix or complex number representing the
rotation R. If t is a vector and R a matrix, then the constraints have the form:
(U b)

[(Uk )k=11 ...I"

u'bj)j=j

d(d, u, r = d + u r
If t is a 2-vector and R is a rotation specified as a complex number, the constraints
take the form:
C(u, b) = [uo U r u r x ul
d(d, u, r)

d+ u r

This is illustrated in Figure 24.3.
Observing that convex polygonal error bounds can be written as the intersection of
linear constraints, we can therefore state the following theorem:
Theorem Let TE(b, m) be the set of transformations (in TRS2) that are geometrically consistent with the pairing between an image point b and a model point under
a convex polygonal bounded error constraintE. Then E(b, m) is a convex polyhedron.
A similar result also holds for bounds on orientations of features.
An equivalent result is that if E is a convex set (considered as a subset of IR'), then
so is E(m, b) (considered as a subset of IR').
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Figure 25: Linear constraints on location give rise to linear constraints on transformations.
Theorem 2 Let E(b, m) be the set of transforrnation8(in TRS2) that are geometrically consistent with the pairing between an iage point b and a odel point m under
a convex bounded error constraint E. Then E(b, m) is convex.
While this kind of relation between convexity and linearity is actually more generally
true, it is still instructive to look at a concrete proof:
Proof. Consider two transformations, (R, t) and (R', t') that are geometrically consistent with the pairing of an image point b and a model point m. We have to show
that any linear combination of the two of the form (I - A) R, t) A RI, t'), where
A EE[0, 1] is also a geometrically consistent transformation.
bm

((I - A)(RI t) + A(RI)tI )) (m)
(I - A)Rm + AR'm (I - A)t + At'
( - A) Rrn + t) + AR/M + t)

But by assumption, (Rm + t) and (R'm + t') are contained in b E Since b + E is a
convex set, for all A, b, must therefore also be contained in b + E, which proves that
T(m, b) itself is convex. El
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The Affine Cases (A2 and A3)

An affine transformation T in d dimensions is given by a non-singular d x d matrix
MT
and a d-dimensional vector t T:
T(x)=

A1TX + 4

(2-3)

Representations analogous to those given in the previous section also exist for affine
transformations; the derivation of this fact is similar.

2.4.5

The "Non-Linear" Cases (TR2 and TRS3)

For several important cases (given in Figure 22 as TR2 and TS3), there are no representations such that linear constraints on location correspond to linear constraints
on transformations.
For these problems, most researchers have used "non-linear" representations with a
minimal number of parameters (e.g., Cass, 1988a, Grimson, 1990). Such representations make the computation of intersections between feasible sets rather complicated
(we will see below why we need to be ale to compute such itersections).
A simpler approach is to embed the manifold of all transformations inside a larger
space (in the case of T2, this larger space is the space TS2, and in the case of
TRS3 it is A3). The manifold of transformations is a quadratic surface inside this
larger space (Figure 26). Now, when we consider correspondences under convex
polygonal error bounds, feasible sets are represented by the intersection of polyhedra
in the embedding space with the quadratic surface.

2,5

Evaluation of Transforynations

Let us now go back for a moment and consider a single transformation (i.e., a pose
or a single point in transformation space); the goal of a recognition algorithm is to
find an "optimal" transformation. Let us think about what we mean by "optimal".
Together with a model, any transformation determines the locations that model features will assume in the image (Figure 27). As we can see, some model features
will fall within the given error bounds of some image features. But the same model
feature may fall within the error bounds of several image features and vice versa.
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Translations
I
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Y-component of rotation

X-component of rotation

I
i

Figure 26: The transformation spaces
2 and
S3 are quadratic surfaces that
can be embedded in
S2 and A3. Shown in the figure is TR2 as a subset of TRS2,
where the two components of the translation have been collapsed onto the Z-axis.

Cass, 1988b, has pointed out that this relationship can be represented conveniently
in the form of a bipartite graph; for any given transformation, all the information
we need to evaluate a match under a bounded error criterion is smmarized in this
graph.
How we evaluate this graph depends on the nature of features and scenes that we
observe and the kind of recognition problem we are trying to solve.
A particularly common view is that there should be a one-to-one correspondence
between features on the object and features in the image.
This can be justified as follows. Consider, for example, the vertices of a cube, in the
image of an unoccluded general vew, there will be four vertices visible at occlusion
boundaries, and one vertex internal to the 2D image of the cube. These should be
represented distinctly"in the mage. Furthermore, it is intuitively appealing to call
"better matches" those images in which more of the cube's vertices are visible (see
Chapter 7 for a more detailed discussion of these issues).
Under such a model of image formation, we therefore use an evaluation function for a
given transformation that computes the largest number of correspondences between
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Figure 27: The relationship between transformations and matchings.

image and model points that can be established without using either a model or an
image feature twice ("unique correspondences"); formally, this idea can be expressed
as a maximal bipartite gaph matching (Cass, 1988b).
The computation of maximal bipartite graph matchings, however, while of low-order
polynomial time complexity, is not cheap. In fact, there are a number of reasonable
and cheap alternatives to requiring unique correspondence between image features
and model features. Here is a list of commonly used evaluation functions:
1. total-correspondences: the quality of match is the total number of correspondences between image and model points (this is the quality of match measure
usually used by the Hough transform)
2. unique-correspondences: the quality of match is the maximal number of
correspondences between image and model points that can be established without using any image or model point twice (thi's is the quality of match measure
usually used by correspondence search-based recognition)
3. min-model: the quality of match is the number of model features that are
within the error bound of some (suitable) image feature
4. min-image: the quality of match is the number of 'image features that are
within the error bound of some (suitable) model feature
5. min-min: the quality of match is the minimum of the quality of match computed in items 3 and 4
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Figure 28: The transformation in Figure 27 is represented by this bipartite graph.

6. monotonic: the quality of match is some other monotonic function of the
bipartite graph ("monotonic" in the sense that adding edges to the bipartite
graph does not decrease the quality-of-match measure)
For the empirical evaluation of the complexity of the recognition algorithms presented
in subsequent chapters, we have used the min-model and min-min evaluation functions. In many cases, the min-min evaluation function is, in fact, equivalent to the
unique-correspondences evaluation (this observation has also been made in Huttenlocher and Cass, 1992).
These evaluation functions do allow different model features to match the same image
feature or different image features to match the same model features. Other systems
(e.g., Grimson, 1990) also allow these kinds of matches as a means to deal with edge
fragmentation arising from occlusions.
For the applications in this thesis, allowing multiple matches of a single feature can
be justified by the nature of the features themselves. Features derived from the
fixed-scale polygonal chain approximations used in this thesis (see Appendix A), are
not preserved under changes of scale, unlike, say, a vertex; changes in sampling and
matching at different scales causes multiple chain segments in the image to correspond
to a single chain segment on the model and vi ce versa.
Experience with such evaluation functions shows that they seem to work particularly
well for industrial parts recognition problems. However, they are based on implicit
independence assumptions are work poorly for objects that have less-well defined
geometrical shapes; we will examine these issues more closely in Chapter 7.
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For more complex recognition tasks than recognition of industrial parts (i.e., tasks
in which objects exhibit significant variability, and in which realistic occlusions are
present), we will argue in Chapter 7 that the basic model of image formation that
underlies the assumption that counting the umber unique correspondences is a good
measure of the quality of match between a model and an image is inappropriate.
Therefore, more general evaluation functions are needed. Some of them will be introduced later. While these measures are more complex, they still satisfy the monotonicity condition (see item 6 which simplifies the recognition problem.

2.6

Verification of lWatchings

Above, we looked at the question of what correspondences are implied by a particular transformation (pose). Complementary is the question of whether, given a
matching (a set of correspondences) between 'image and model points, there exists a
transformation that is consistent with the matching. Consistency here means that
the transformation maps each model point to within the given error bound of its
corresponding (in the sense of the matching) image point.
The set of transformations consistent with a given correspondence or with all the
correspondences contained in a matching is called the feasible, set.
The problem of verifying a matching is then the following. Each correspon dence in
the matching implies a feasible set. A transformation that is in the intersection of all
the feasible sets is consistent with each correspondence. Hence, we verify a matching
by testing whether the intersection of its feasible sets is non-empty.
We have seen above that in several 'Important cases, polygonal error bounds on location give rise to polyhedral feasible sets. Then the problem of determining whether
the intersection of a number of polyhedra (represented as intersections of half spaces)
is non-empty is a simple form of linear programming. Baird, 1985, was the first to
discover this fact and use it for the verification of matchings.
Using the result of Megiddo, 1984, on the linear time complexity of the linear programming problem independent of dimension, this means that we can carry out verification
in time O(n) independent of the dimension of transformation space (where n is the
number of correspondences).
There is a simple related result. For a collection of convex feasible sets (though not
necessarily polyhedral), we can determine whether they have a non-empty intersection
using Helly's theorem (cited here from Edelsbrunner, 1987):
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Theorem 3 Helly) Let S1, S2,-.., S, be n > d

d

I convex sets in IR
If any d +
I of the sets have a non-empty common intersection, the common intersection of all
sets is non-empty.

In the case of 2D translation, rotation, and scale (TRS2), this means that given only
a boolean function that tells us for any set of five correspondences between image
model features whether they are geometrically consistent, we can determine whether
a set of an arbitrary number of pairings is geometrically consistent by checking all the
subsets of size 5. Since we can test for geometric consistency of a set of correspondences using an 0(l) algorithm (in an arithmetic model of complexity), this means
that for arbitrary convex algebraic error bounds of bounded degree, we can carry out
verification in time O(n 5).

2,7

Recognition

At the beginning of this chapter, we defined recognition as the problem of finding a
transformation that brought a "maximum" number of model and image features into
correspondence under given error bounds, and in Section 25, we have made more
precise what we mean by this.
There are two basic strategies for organizing the search for such an optimal transformation: those based on correspondences, and those based on transformation space.
As we saw above, picking a correspondence between a model feature and an image
feature gives rise to a feasible set of transformations. If we consider all correspondences between M model features and N image features, we obtain AIN feasible sets.
These sets partition transformation space into a finite number R discrete regions; for
all transformations within each such region, the set of correspondences implied by
that transformation remains constant, and hence we can assign to each such region a
quality-of-match measure (see Section 25). Furthermore, any particular recognition
problem under bounded error is completely represented by the collection of matchings
corresponding to such regions.
In the language of computational geometry, the structure generated by. the intersections of the collection of feasible sets is called an arrangement (see Edelsbrunner,
1987).
For each of the cells in this arrangement, an evaluation function based only on correspondences will be constant; we can find the optimal answer to the recognition
problem by examining each cell and calling the evaluation function (Cass, 1990). For
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Figure 29: A recognition algorithm searches for regions where a maximum number of
constraint regions overlap, possibly subject to additional combinatorial constraints.

the usual classes of feasible sets, it is not difficult to establish that the -number R of
regions is polynomial in MN.
The following is an 'important simplification of the recognition problem that can be
used with monotonic evaluation functions. For monotonic evaluation functions it
can be seen easily that it is sufficient for a recognition algorithm to consider only
matchings (i.e., sets of correspondences) such that every possible matching in the
arrangement is a subset of one of the matchings considered. The PCS2 algorithm
described in Breuel 1991 takes advantage of this simplification.
Note that it does not make much difference whether a recognition algorithm returns a
matching (as correspondence-based methods do), or a transformation: a transformation or pose can be turned into a matching by applying it to the model and actually
determining which image and model points satisfy the error bounds, while a matching
can be converted into a pose using a (constructive) verification algorithm.

2.7.1

'Correspondence-based Methodst

Depth-first search methods, alignment, and the PCS algorithm described in this thesis are based on correspondences; such methods consider different sets of matchings
and use verification functions to direct the search.
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What makes correspondence-based methods potentially inefficient is the fact that
such methods are based on a combinatorial view of the recognition problem: a
correspondence-based method is faced with finding subsets of image and model points
(because of the presence of clutter and occlusions), and correspondences between
them, that maximize some evaluation fnction. Therefore, any simple correspondence-based approach will have exponential time complexity even in the average case.
Correspondence-based methods also seem to be less flexible 'in the implementation of
complicated pose evaluation functions like those discussed in Chapter 7.
Depth-First Search
The basic idea behind using depth-first search for object recognition is to start with
an empty matching and non-deterministically add correspondences to it until it becomes inconsistent; the maximal matching obtained in this way is a solution to the
recognition problem.
Depth-first search has been used by a number of researchers. (e.g., Grimson and
Lozano-Perez, 1983, Baird, 1985, Ayache and Faugeras, 1986), often combined with
heuristic methods for speeding up the search. While such algorithms have exponential worst case and (in some cases) exponential average case running times (Grimson,
1989a), they are very popular because they are easy to implement, can take advantage of diverse kinds of geometric and non-geometric constraints, and offer good
performance in many practical situations.
Afignment
Alignment (Fischler and Bolles,,1981, Huttenlocher and Ullman, 1987) is a special
kind of depth-first search algorithm; effectively, it is depth-first search that has been
truncated at a depth that brings the minimum number of image and model points
into correspondence needed for determining aunique pose in the error-free case.
In different words, the basic idea behind alignment is to pick the minimum number of correspondences between model and image features necessary to determine a
transformation''!!-'iiiq-tiely'- in"-7-the 'e-r-ror free case: This transformations is then used to
transform the model and to evaluate the match between the model and the image.
Alignment does not solve the bounded error recognition problem exactly. The reason
is that there is error on the location of the points used to determine the initial pose.
However, an alignment within some error bound
usually implies the existence of
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a bounded error match with some error bound cc larger by a constant factor c (see
Huttenlocher, 1989, Breuel, 1990, and Grimson et al., 1990). This makes alignment a
weak recognition algorithm for bounded error (we will examine the eects of weakness
in later chapters)Often, this problem is circumvented by using alignment to establish correspondences
between a model and an image, and to optimize the transformation used for the
alignment to achieve minimum least-square error.
In practice, alignment seems to be slower than some of the transformation space based
algorithms. The reason is that alignment will blindly re-explore geometrically similar
situations. That is, even though alignment is substantially weak (i.e., represents only
an approximation to bounded error recognition), it does not take sufficient advantage
of this simplification to speed up recognition.
Alignment can be speeded up somewhat by using constant-time point location structures. Furthermore, by pre-computing the locations of features in the image for different choices of alignment points, §ignificant constant factor speedups can be achieved.
This is the basic idea behind geometric hashing and configuration-based indexing and
(described independently in Breuel, 1987, Lamdan and Wolfson, 1988, and Breuel,
1990).

2.7.2

Transformation Space Algorithms

Transformation space algorithms partition transformation space in various ways and
use evaluation functions for points or subsets of transformation space to guide the
search towards different regions in transformation space. Hough transform methods,
template matching, sweeps, and the RAST algorithm (described later in this thesis)
,are transformation space algorithms.
Template Matching
The simplest form of transformation space based algorithms are template matching algorithms. Such algorithms simply try a large number of
I transformations, and
evaluate the evaluation function each transformation that has been tried.
When the evaluation functions are based on grey level values of individual pixels,
such approaches are usually referred to as correlation or template matching. When
the evaluation function is feature based, the approach has been called transformation
space sampling and generate-and-test. But either form can be transformed into the

-
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other, and they are based on the same principle.
This approach has several problems. One is that it becomes infeasible when the transformation space becomes high-dimensional, as it usually does when transformations
include rotations and scaling, and when models become 3-dimensional. In general,
the complexity of template matching is exponential in the dimension of transformation space. Another problem is that solutions to the recognition -problem may be very
small and may be missed by the sampling scheme.
Hough Transforms
Hough transform algorithm represents transformation space with a coarse rid of
bins. It considers each correspondence between a model feature and an image feature
and increments a counter for each bin that overlaps the feasible set implied by the
correspondence. Bins that contain large counts at the end'are candidates for good
matches. Many variations of Hough transforms have been used for object recognition
in practice (Ballard, 1981, Stockman et al., 1982, Stockman, 1987, Mundy and Heller,
1990).
There are two main problems with Hough transform methods. The first is geometric
in nature: storage limitations usually make it necessary to choose rather large bins.
Furthermore, the bins usually have simple, fixed shapes. A second, more significant problem is that for Hough transform methods, the evaluation function implicitly
simply evaluates to a count the total number of correspondences that are consistent
with a particular set of transformations rat her than one of the other evaluation functions describe in Section 25. Figure 210 shows that this can easily lead to incorrect
matches. Note that, the reason for failure of the Hough transform is not the quantization of transformation space (as suggested in Grimson and Huttenlocher, 988),
but the choice of evaluation function.
Sweeps
Cass, 1990, has introduced and implemented an algorithm that he calls Critical Point
Sampling (CPS). In the language of compijtationalgeometry (Edelsbrunner, 1987),
this algorithm is a sweep of the arrangement generated by the feasible sets implied by
all correspondences between model and image points (see Section 2.7). While guaranteed to find an optimal solution (in fact, all optimal solutions) in polynomial time,
sweep algorithms does not have very good average case complexity for the common
cases in visual object recognition. It remains to be seen whether taking advantage of
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Figure 210: The picture on the left shows the optimal match under the Hough transform, the picture on the right shows the optimal bounded error match as found by
the RAST algorithm. All geometric parameters for the two matches were identical,
but in the Hough transform case, the evaluation function counted the total number of
correspondences under the given error bound, while in the bounded error recognition
case, the evaluation function counted the number of model features that matched at
least one image feature. (Cartoons are taken from Schulz, 1967.)

average-case properties for actual recognition problems 'is as effective and simple as
it is for depth-first search or the RAST algorithm (see Chapter 3.

2,8

The Cornplexity of Recognition

An important question about recognition is what the theoretical limitations are on
the speed of recognition algorithms.
An upper bound on the complexity of recognition is given by the polynomial time
recognition algorithms given in Breuel, 1991. Cass, 1990, has presented a similar
result based on sweeps. The complexity of such algorithms is determined by the
complexity of the arrangement generated by the feasible sets in transformation space.
In the case of polyhedral constraints, there are AW'potj earal constral'i"'s"e""ts in
transformation space (where N is the number of image points, and M is the number of model points). In the case of 2D recognition under translation, rotation, and
changes of scale (TRS2), transformation space is 4-dimensional. Standard results
from computational geometry show that the arrangement can be enumerated in time
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O(N'M'). To this, we need to add the amount of time necessary to evaluate individual transformations, which requires time (M) using current techniques.
If we define 2D object recognition as the problem of finding all maximal sets of correspondences (all maximal matchings) between image and model points, then a lower
bound on the complexity of recognition is given by Q(N 2M2) . This is true because
the output from the recognition algorithm itself can have size Q(N2Al 2 (consider, for
example, the trivial case in which there are no solutions larger than 2 points; in that
case the maximal solutions consist of all N
M pairs of compatible correspondences
2
2
between image and model points).
Since we expect that there are only a few good matches in the image, this bound may
not be very interesting. We can relax the problem somewhat by looking at a related
decision problem: given N image points and M model points, we ask whether there
exists solution to the recognition problem of size at least k, for some given k. Such a
definition does not penalize the recognition algorithm for potentially large output.
Even for this simpler decision problem, the lower bound on time complexity seems to
be (N 2M2) in an algebraic decision tree model, although a proof of this fact appears
to be non-trivial.
An question of some theoretical interest 'is whether recognition problems for which
there is a significant gap between the quality of the optimal solution and other, poorer,
solutions have a better worst-case bound. For the RAST algorithm (Chapter 3 for
the average case, this seems to be true.
The case of 3D recognition from 2D images is similar. However, the set
S3 of transformations in this case does not give rise to the same kind of linear representations
that exist in the case of 2D matching, which complicates the recognition problem
somewhat. One approach is to embed the quadratic surface TRS3 in the larger space
A3. Using such an approach, we can see that enumerating the possible intersections
of feasible sets has complexity (N12_A/112) . A lower bound, on the other hand, is
given by the complexity of alignment, (N 3M3).
These bounds on the complexity of the recognition problem are of rather high polynomial complexity, in particular for the case of 3D recognition. They provide a strong
argument that we must take advantage of I-other constraints on the object recognition
I algorit ms.
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Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have reviewed the geometry of the recognition problem
under bounded error. In this chapter, we examine a particular algorithm for solving such problems: the RAST algorithm (Recognition by Adaptive Subdivisions of
Transformation Space).
Other approaches to the problem (e.g., generalized Hough transformations, Ballard,
1981) are fast, but can miss good solutions because they can take advantage of geometrical constraints only in an approximate fashion. They also expend significant
resources on regions of transformation space that could easily be determined not to
contain a solution.
Only recently have worst case polynomial time algorithms become available that solve
the recognition pr 6blem exactly (Cass, 1990, Breuel, 1991). These polynomial time
algorithms so far have not yielded truly competitive
ctical recognition algorithms,
however. Their use has been limited to situations where absolute geometric correctness is more important than speed and occasional suboptimal solutions or mistakes.
This chapter presents an efficient transformation space based algorithm for bounded
error recognition. It has low-order polynomial time complexity in the average case
even in the presence of spurious data and occlusions, it never loses solutions, and its
storage requirements are very modest.
Recall from Section 24.3 that assuming a correspondence between a particular image
point and a particular model point under a linear error constraint gves rise to a linear
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constraint on the set of allowable ("feasible") transformations. This observation will
be very important for actually implementing the RAST algorithm, since it lets us test
quickly whether a constraint set resulting from some correspondence between image
and model features has a non-empty intersection with a query box in transformation
space.
In a geometric view, the linear constraint on the transformation arising from a correspondence is a half-space in the four-dimensional space of transformations. If we
impose several linear constraints on the location of an image point, the set of transformations compatible with a correspondence of a model point with that image point
will form a convex polyhedron in transformation space, given by the intersection of
the halfspaces corresponding to each individual linear constraint. We will refer to
these convex polyhedra as "constraint polyhedra".
Now, consider the set of all possible correspondences between 'image and model points
(there are at most MN of these, where M is the number of model points and N is
the number of image points). Correspondences that are compatible with one another,
i.e., correspondences for which a transformation exists that allows all of them to be
satisfied within the given error bounds, will imply constraint polyhedra that have a
non-empty intersection.
The problem of finding maximal sets of correspondences is then the problem of finding the region in transformation space where the largest number of convex constraint
polyhedra intersect. The same idea still works when commonly used additional combinatorial constraints are imposed. For example, usually, we count each model point
only once, even if it matches several image points. Alternatively, we may wish to
associate weights with model points or image points, or we may want to insist on a
matching (one-to-one assignment) between image and model points.
Regions of maximal overlap can be very small, and can be missed by coarse sampling
techniques like the Hough transform. However, it is possible to bound quickly the
maximal overlap of a set of constraint regions inside some query region. For example,
assume that we want to determine a bound on the number of convex polyhedra that
can intersect inside a given box. A simple upper bound on this number is the number
of convex polyhedra that intersect the box itself.

3,2

The RAST Algorithyn

We can now formulate a recognition algorithm based on these ideas. The algorithm
starts out with a box in transformation space that contains all the transformations
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Figure 31: Regions in transformation space where many constraints are satisfied can
be identified quickly using an adaptive subdivision of transformation space. Each
grey polygon represents a region in transformation space arising from a single correspondence between a model feature and an image feature. The rectangles show a
subdivision of transformation space computed by the RAST algorithm. The numbers
in each rectangle indicate an upper bound on the size of a match in that rectangle.

we would like to consider. It then finds all the correspondences between image and
model features that imply convex constraint polyhedra intersecting this box, and
evaluates the quality of the match resulting from this set of correspondences; usually
this evaluation consists of summing the weight or counting the number of distinct
model features represented by the set of correspondences.
If the upper bound on the best possible match is smaller than the minimum quality
that we require for a match, or if it is smaller than the best solution found so far,
we simply return and abandon the exploration of this part of transformation space.
Otherwise, we subdivide the current box into smaller regions and repeat the same
process recursively.
Eventually, the boxes will get so small that they either must contain a true intersection of all the polyhedra that overlap the box itself (we can test for this by asking
whether the box 'itself is contained in all the polyhedra that intersect it), or the number of polyhedra that intersect it will fall below the threshold. Pseudocode describing
this algorithm is shown in Figure 32.
It is interesting to note that this algorithm can be viewed as a kind of multiresolution
matching: the RAST algorithm first looks at a large scale for potential solutions and
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refines and verifies them at successively finer scales.

3.3

VVorst-Case Conaplexity

The worst case running time of the unmodified RAST algorithm is easily seen to be
exponential in the problem size. If two constraint regions have large overlap, the
improved solution solution contained in their intersection will be found quickly by
the RAST algorithm by discovering some box that is contained in their intersection.
Only if two constraint regions approach closely but do not overlap, the AST algorithm may have to expand the search tree very deeply in order to find boxes that fit
between the two constraint regions. In principle, such regions of close approach can
require a very large number of small boxes to cover them,
Fortunately, this is not a problem in practice, for two reasons. First, on the average,
regions like this occur rarely. Second, in practice, we can usually limit the depth of the
search tree, effectively changing the recognition algorithm into a "weak algorithm"
(see below) and guaranteeing worst-case polynomial time complexity.

3,4

Average-Case Conaplexity

Let us carry out an informal analysis of how an algorithm that works by recursive
subdivisions of transformation space will perform on the average. Throughout this
section, we will use the symbol "O" to indicate "order of magnitude".

3.4.1

Shape of Constraint Regions

Consider again the case of recognition of a 2D model from a D 'image under translation, rotation, and scaling. As we saw above, in this case, transformation space is
4-dimensional. If image and model features consist of points without associated information about orientation and scale, then the constraint polyhedra in 4-dimensional
transformation space implied by their correspondences are cone-like objects with two
infinite and two "short" dimensions. If image and model features are line segments
that are somewhat larger than the error bounds on location, then a correspondence
between individual image and model features constrains translations, rotations, and
scaling simultaneously, and the constraint polyhedron in transformation space is a
small bounded object. This is the case we will analyze below. For the analysis, we
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function RAST(constraints,maxDepth,minQuality)
let
bestQuality = minQuality
bestBox = none
function searchBox(boxdepthcandidates)
let
intersecting
all candidates that intersect box
containing =
all candidates that contain box
axis = depth mod 4
in
if evaluate(intersecting) <= bestQuality then
return
else if candidates = containing
orelse depth > maxDepth then
bestQuality = evaluate(intersecting)
bestBox -.= box
return
else
searchBox(left half of box along axis,
depth+1,
intersecting)
searchBox (right half of box along axis,
depth+1,
intersecting)
end
in
searchBox(box containing all transformations,
01
constraints)
return bestBox
end
Figure 32: The RAST algorithm.
The function RAST is called with, a list
(constraints) of all constraint polyhedra, as well as a bound on the maximum
depth of the search (or oc), and a minimum requirement for the size of a solution.
The function searchBox is given a box (box) in transformation space and recursively
searches it for a solution to the recognition problem.
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will define the quality of a match between an image and a model for a given transformation simply as the number of correspondences compatible with that transformation
(i.e., we will impose no combinatorial constraints).

3.4.2

Independence Assumption

We will also assume that the regions in transformation space implied by correspondences between image and model points are distributed independently and "uniformly", and are oriented randomly; this assumption is not strictly satisfied in the
case under consideration, since there are MN (M is the number of model points and
N is the number of image points) constraint regions, but only 4(M + N) parameters
determining their location. However, these violations of independence will work for
us, since they tend reduce rather than increase the number of intersections between
the regions in transformation space.

3.4.3

Small Error compared to Box Size

The RAST algorithm begins by considering a large box in transformation space,
much larger than the constraint regions resulting from individual correspondences.
The RAST algorithm subdivides this box into smaller boxes until each box contains
no more constraint regions than are required for a match of minimum size. As long as
the current box in the search algorithm is large compared to the individual constraint
regions, the subdivision of transformation space carried out by the RAST algorithm
is similar to the construction of a k-D tree, and is therefore approximately O(n log n)
in the number of constraint regions present in transformation space:

3.4.4

Large Error compared to Box Size

Now, let us consider what happens once the linear dimension of the current box
becomes small compared to the linear dimension D of the region of intersection of
the constraint polyhedra. We can see that the algorithm in this case will spend most
of its time in those parts of transformation space where the surfaces of two constraint
regions meet at a small angle. For if they meet at an angle that is large (relative to
D and c), the algorithm will quickly find a box that is completely contained in the
intersection of the two regions (Figure 34.3:2). Assuming random orientations of the
constraint regions, and keeping in mind that transformation space is 4-dimensional,
the probability of finding two surfaces at such an angle is
3 ) (Figure 34-3:3) In
D3
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Figure 33: (1) Constraint regions in transformation space are bounded by flat faces;
let their linear dimensions be (D). 2 If the angle between the faces is such that
their maximum perpendicular distance is O(c) or larger, then we can fit a box of linear
dimensions O(c) between them. 3 Assuming random orientations, the probability
that the surface normals are such that no box of linear dimensions O0--can be fit
3
between the planes 'is
': ) 4 To cover the volume enclosed by two such planes,
D,3
we, need N =

boxes of linear dimension

the worst case, the number of boxes of linear dimension needed to cover the whole
region of approach between the two surfaces is
(D 3) (Figure 34.3:4). Altogether,
the expected number of boxes that are required to cover any intersection between two
regions in transformation space is therefore 0(l) (notice that the parameter D has
canceled out)
If we assume that there are NM total constraint regions in transformation space, the
expected number of intersections is 0(NM)2 ). However, intersections only need to
be considered by the algorithm in regions where more than bestQuality constraint
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regions already overlap, and the fraction of transformation space where this is true
becomes very small quickly as bestQuality grows, so we expect the quadratic component of the complexity of the algorithm to be small, and diminish rapidly as we set
larger minimum thresholds for the weight or quality of a solution.

3.4.5

0

Higher Dimensions

The above analysis has relied on the assumption that correspondences between model
and image features give rise to bounded sets in transformation space. If this assumption is satisfied, then the same analysis applies to higher-dimensional transformation
spaces. Of course, in general, for a transformation space of dimension 2k and point
features, we need k correspondences between model and image features in order to
obtain a bounded set in transformation space. For random point sets in the absence of grouping information, this makes the complexity of the RAST algorithm
slightly better than that of alignment; for more realistic feature distributions, the
RAST algorithm can (and does) perform significantly better since it automatically
takes advantage of non-uniform distributions of features and of imprecise geometric
information (e.g., coarse estimates of orientation) that cannot be used by alignment
methods.
The RAST algorithm is easily seen to have space complexity O(NM log ), where
is the dimension of the smallest query region considered by the algorithm. This is in
d
sharp contrast to the Hough transform, which requires space at least (NM
for solving the same problem as the RAST algorithm (using Hash tables to represent
Hough space; here, d is the dmensionality of transformation space, is the linear
dimension of the error bounds, and is the size of the Hough buckets)Most implementations of the Hough transform actually solve the simpler problem
of only counting the total number of correspondences consistent with some transformati on under error (we find that this simpler approach leads to a large number of
spurious matches 'in practice); on the other hand, they use a multidimensional array
to represent Hough space. In that case, the space complexity of the Hough transform
becomes
L d), where L d is the volume of transformation space. (For a related
6
analysis, see Grimson 1988.)
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Figure 34: Examples of images used for testing the recognition algorithm. The model
at the left consists of 150 features, the image on the right, of about 2000 features,
and is 560 by 480 pixels large.

3,5

Perfornaance

To gain some practical experience with the performance of the
has been applied to two matching problems.

3.5.1

AST algorithm, it

Random Line Segments

Figure 37 shows the running time of the RAST algorithm applied to the problem of
matching images and models of random line segments-'under translation, rotation, and
scaling. The measure optimized by the RAST algorithm was the number of model
features that could be brought into correspondence with some image feature. In each
of the test images, half of the model was occluded, and there was a large excess of
spurious features ("context") in many of the-'i'mages. Altogether, the ratio of spurious
to model-derived features was as large as 60:1, and the total number of constraint
regions in transformation space was 10000.

3.5.2

Cartoon Line Drawings

Figure 35 shows the running time of the RAST algorithm applied to the problem
of matching a cartoon figure against cartoon line drawings. Features were unlabeled
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Number of Image Features

Figure 35: Performance of the algorithm on matching cartoon line drawings. A
model consisting of 270 features (location and orientation) was used and matched
against 192 different images. The recognition algorithm had to find the translation
that either maximized the number of matching model features within an error of 0
pixels (bounded-err), or minimized the maximal error when required to match at least
50% of the model (min-err) Running times are in seconds on a SparcStation IPC.

points with their associated local orientation, sampled at regular intervals from the
boundaries in the line drawings. The RAST algorithm was used to find the translation that maximized the number of model points matching image points at a given
error bound (graph bounded-err).

3.5.3

Comparison to Other Methods

In comparisons with the alignment method (Huttenlocher and Ullman, 1987), the
RAST algorithm performed,30 times faster for_a model,,consisting,,of,,,166 , atures
I

- --

,,I

. --

-.

i

I

fQ

(tested for 231 images ranging in size from 434 to 1738 features). The alignment
method used a trie data structure for efficient constant tme feature lookup in the
image; hence its asymptotic complexity is (NM'). In contrast, empirically, the
dependence of the running time of the RAST algorithm on the number of model features is linear. It is interesting to note that the complexity of the alignment method
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Figure 36: Examples of images used for testing the recognition algorithm. The image contains 600 segments in this case, and the model, 20 segments, 10 of which are
present in the image.

is asymmetric in image and model size because it can utilize a point location data
structure only for either the image or the model. RAST, on the other hand, builds
an implicit point-location data structure for both image ad model features. In comparisons with the Hough transform method (Ballard, 1981), the RAST algorithm was
also slightly faster (but used much less space).
In all cases, the solutions to the bounded error recognition problem found by the alignment and Hough transform methods were significantly worse (in terms of number of
features matched) than those found by the RAST algorithm.
Note that both for 2D matching under translation, rotation, and scale, and for D
matching under translation alone, the RAST algorithm scales well even in the presence of a large excess of spurious features and significant occlusions and in the absence
of grouping information.

3.5.4

Fin ing

Sol,

utions

In a different set of experiments, the RAST algorithm has been modified to minimize
the largest error at a given number of matches rather than to maximize the number of matches at a given largest error. We call this the minimum error evaluation
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Figure 37: Each square represents one execution of the algorithm implemented in C
on a Sun SparcStation IPC, time in seconds. The model consisted of 20 line segments,
10 of which were present in each image. The model underwent translation, limited
scaling and rotation, and addition of 2 noise. Line segments had a length of 10%
of the total width of the input image.

function. Graph min-err in Figure 35 shows the performance of the RAST algorithm
for solving recognition problems under a minimum error evaluation function; running
times marked with
It has recently been argued (Huttenlocher et al., 1991b) that the minimum error measure of similarity between a model and an image is preferable to the more standard
evaluation function that counts the fraction of a model accounted for in an image under fixed error bounds. The RAST algorithm 'is probably currently the best available
algorithm for solving problems of this kind.
The basic idea behind using the RAST algorithm for solving recognition problems under the minimum error criterion is the following. -First, we parameterize the constraint
polyhedra by a scale factor c. Now, during the execution of the RAST algorithm, instead of keeping the error bound parameter constant and updating the bestQuality
variable, we keep the bestQuality variable constant and decrease the error bound
parameter every time a solution at the larger error bound has been found. This
way, the RAST algorithm will find the smallest error at which a match of quality
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bestQuality exists.
Note that we could convert any bounded error recognition algorithm (including the
RAST algorithm) into a minimum error recognition algorithm using binary search on
the parameter c_ However, as some experiments have shown adjusting c- durin 9 the
execution of the RAST algorithm results in significantly better performance.

3,6

Discussion

The RAST algorithm is a fast algorithm for finding exact solutions to recognition
problems under bounded error. As opposed to many previous algorithms for bounded
error recognition, it is well-behaved, both theoretically and empirically, even for very
large ratios of spurious features to model-derived features in the image.
RAST combines the ideas of the Hough transform, search-based recognition, multiresolution matching, and bounded error recognition, in a simple, efficient algorithm. We
find that the performance of the RAST algorithm is better than that of alignment and
Hough transform methods. And, as opposed to these methods, RAST finds solutions
satisfying simple, well-defined bounded error criteria.
The RAST algorithm is based on the same ideas as voting and clustering schemes
like the Hough transform (Ballard, 1981, Stockman, 1987; for a complete recognition
system based on the approach, see, for example, Mundy and Heller, 1990). However,
because of the dimensionality of transformation space and space limitations, such systems can subdivide transformation space only coarsely and may even have to rely on
finding solutions in projections (decompositions) of transformation space. We could
use RAST as' a highly space-efficient implementation of the Hough transform.
Furthermore, voting schemes like the Hough transform usually only count the number
of geometrically consistent transformations 'in some region of transformation space.
The RAST algorithm in contrast allows us to use efficiently evaluations of the quality
of match that take into account unique matching between model and image features
as well as grouping information. In practice, we find that such information is crucial
for accurate recognition (it is often only considered in a separate verification step),
and that 'incorporating this kind- of information early inAhe search leads to much
faster recognition.
Stockman et al., 1982, also use a subdivision of Hough space to reduce space requirements. Most closely related to the work presented here is the method described
independently by Li et al., 1986. Like the algorithm presented here, they use a re-
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cursive subdivision of transformation space, and their algorithm does not need to
represent all of Hough space explicitly. However, they only apply their algorithm to
feature detection, they do not consider the effect of error on location, and they only
consider the case in which votes for Hough buckets are generated by linear subspaces.
In contrast, the RAST algorithm is an algorithm for the recognition of arbitrary
objects. It incorporates an explicit error model for matches between model and image features. Furthermore, the RAST algorithm evaluates matches while searching
through transformation space. This is an important difference, since it means that
the RAST algorithm can update the bestQuality parameter dynamically during
the search (particularly important for the computation of the solution under a minerr
quality-of-match measure), and that the RAST algorithm accumulates only very little
state during the execution.
Compared with algorithms based on correspondences and search (alignment, Huttenlocher and Ullman, 1987, and depth-first search, reviewed in Grimson, 1990), the
RAST algorithm has much better time complexity. Furthermore, it can more easily
take advantage of geometric constraints with large error bounds for improving its
performance; taking advantage of such constraints in a depth-first search algorithm
requires constraint propagation, which appears to be costly (Grimson, 1990).
As described above, the RAST algorithm only returns a single, optimal solution.
However, it can be modified to return the k-best solutions. A problem with such a
formulation of the recognition problem is that it is sually the case that near-optimal
solutions cluster (in transformation space) around the optimal solution. Therefore,
we usually want solutions that are both well-separated and near-optimal. An inefficient approach to finding the k-best solutions would be to find the optimal solution
to the recognition problem and then repeat the search process, excluding a region
in transformation space a-round the optimal solutions already found. Maintaining a
priority queue, the RAST algorithm could be modified to compute such solutions
more efficiently in a single pass.
An interesting fact about the RAST algorithm is that it can easily be modified to
take advantage of relaxed requirements on the matching problem:
* We are only 'Interested in solutions that are better than some minimum quality.
* Suboptimal solutions that are within a given percentage of the optimal solution
are acceptable.
* Instead of the optimal solution, the algorithm is allowed to return solutions
for a matching problem with slightly larger error bounds (see Gr6tschel et al.,
1988).
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Such simplifications of the matching problem are expressed in the shape, arrangement or evaluation of the constraint regions. Empirically, all. of these simplifications
of the matching problem result in significant speedups for the RAST algorithm. It is
possible to eliminate all floating point operations and multiplications from the inner
loop of the RAST algorithm, possibly resulting in significant additional speedups.
The RAST algorithm has already proved to be a very useful tool for matching D
images in practice. We will see applications for it in Chapters and 6 The RAST
algorithm could be used directly for 3D recognition by choosing a 6-dimensional or
12-dimensional transformation space (see Section 24.3). However, for reasons we will
be discussing in Chapter 4 for the recognition of 3D objects, we are currently using
the RAST algorithm for 2D matching in a view-based paradigm.
The RAST algorithm seems to be particularly useful compared with well-established
methods for recognition when images consist of a large number of very simple features (e.g., fixed segment-length polygonal approximations to edges). When applied
to more conventional problems, in which individual correspondences between features
differ greatly in their contribution to the overall quality of match, it may be useful to
modify the RAST algorithm to use lazy evaluation for the list of constraints, together
with an A*-like heuristic. This would make the RAST algorithm a hybrid between
search based methods and transformation space methods, potentially combining the
advantages of both approaches.
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Introduction

In this and the subsequent two chapters, we study representations of 3D objects as
collections of 2D views. In this chapter, we discuss the theoretical properties of such
representations. In Chapter 5, we present simulations comparing the performance of
both 3D model-based and view-based recognition algorithms on large databases of
objects. Finally, in Chapter 6 we present results of experiments on the recognition
of actual 3D objects from 2D images.
A system for object recognition based on visual information is faced with the following problem. The system receives visual input containing different objects. From this
input, it has to build internal representations that allow it to detect, distinguish, and
identify objects in new images.
There may be many aspects of visual input that help us with recognizing objects; in
this chapter, we will study only the geometric aspects. Furthermore, let us adopt the
following simplified, formal view of a recognition system.
Let an iage be a collection of feature locations in IR2, possibly with associated
feature orientations and feature labels. These feature locations have been derived
in some way from-. an object that may have undergone -rigid-body transformations in
front of the camera or eye. During an acquisition phase, a recognition system receives
a collection of training images of 3D objects with associated information about which
objects they contain. During a recognition phase, the system is presented with novel
images and has to determine which of the previously presented objects are present in
the image.
59
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Most existing approaches to the visual object recognition problem have concentrated
on the recognition phase (see Besl and Jain, 1985, Chin and Dyer, 1986, Grimson,
1990, for surveys). Only recently has there been significant progress in the area of
automated 3D model acquisition from 2D views (Longuet-Higgins, 1981, Tomasi and
Kanade, 1991, Clemens, 1991).
Thus, the problems of recognition and acquisition have traditionally been considered
separately. 3D models have naturally been considered the "interface" between the
acquisition and recognition phases. In different words, most workers in visual object
recognition have implicitly assumed that there is some process that builds 3D representations of objects in the world, and that this 3D representation is then used by an
algorithm to determine whether any given image contains evidence for the given D
model.
This 3D model based approach has several serious theoretical and practical problems-,
relating to efficiency, robustness, and some pragmatic issues. We will examine these
problems in more detail below.

4.1.1

iew Based Recognition

In this chapter, we examine view-based recognition (VBR) an alternative approach
to the recognition of 3D objects from 2D images (see Section 42 for a discussion of
related work). The idea behind VBR is the following.
During the acquisition phase, the recognition system collects and stores different 2D
views of the 3D objects it must later recognize. During the recognition phase, the
recognition system then compares the given 'image containing view of the object to
be recognized against every stored view of every known object using a D recognition
algorithm.
The result of each such comparison is a quality of match value (e.g., giving the number of model features that could be brought into correspondence with some image
feature under some fixed error bound and 2D translation, rotation, and changes of
scale).
The stored view that best matches the given image then determines the hypothesis
about the unknown object that the recognition algorithm returns.
The advantages of the view-based approach to the recognition of 3D objects from D
images will be discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 41: Examples of non-attached features.

4.1.2

Robustness

Probably the most significant problem with the 3D-model based approach to visual
object recognition is that it is very difficult to model the shape of objects and the
process of image formation accurately and generally enough for recognition. Building realistic models for image generation (e.g., by ray tracing) is a difficult enough
problem in itself, but recognition actually requires a kind of "inverse" problem to be
solved. Specifically, a recognition algorithm has to identify which parts of an object
might have given rise to particular features in the image.
The most common assumption about image formation is that the locations of features
(like edges or vertices) in an image are determined as follows. Locations of features
are assumed to be attached rigidly to the surface of a 3D object, for example, in the
form of surface markings or singularities 'in occluding boundaries (vertices, corners,
etc.). When the ob'ect undergoes a rigid body transformation, the locations of these
features in the image obey the same rigid body transformation composed with the
viewing transformation (usually, orthographic or perspective projection).
But there are many kinds of very useful (from the point of view of object recognition)
features that do not behave 'in this way. For example, consider the images of a coffee
cup, bean, and face shown in Figure 41. In fact, nearly every feature in the images
of these objects is not attached to the surface of the object and therefore does not
obey the relationship to rigid body transformation that is usually assumed.
Such features are commonly referred to as "unstable features", but there is nothing
unstable about them. For example, in the case of the coffee mug, many of those
C4unstable features"
change their location less than features rigidly attached to the
surface of the object. We will therefore simply refer to such features as non-attached
features.
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Of course, we can try and model the relationship between 3D rigid body transformations and the location of non-attached features in images. In fact, there has been
extensive work on the subject (e.g., Ponce and Kriegman, 1989, Ponce et al., 1991).
However, applying such techniques to actual recognition problems is difficult. There
are many different kinds of non-attached features: self-occlusion, highlights, shadows,
and curvature extrema on occlusion boundaries are just some examples. And it is
not just sufficient to be able to predict where such features will end up in the image
given an object shape, we also have to be able to acquire during the training phase,
and later represent shapes accurately enough so that the locations of non-attached
features can be predicted in images.
This is by no means trivial, since even shapes that are smilar in terms of absolute D
error bounds may differ significantly even in their qualitative behavior for generating
non-attached features. Finally, even if the complete theory of non-attached features
had been worked out, putting all this knowledge into software would still be difficult.
A view based approach avoids these problems very easily, as we will see below.

4.1.3

Indexing

A further argument for a view based approach 'is the following. Databases of object
models used for real-world recognition problems are large. The human visual system,
for example, can probably easily distinguish tens or hundreds of thousands of objects
(whatever our definition of object may be). This means that it is very likely to be
too inefficient to compare each model in a model base individually against an image.
The problem of accessing large model bases efficiently has been called indexing (Marr,
1982).
Intuitively, indexing requires that a significant amount of processing must be done in
a bottom-up fashion, without explicit reference to the database of models. The reason
for this is that if there are N models in the database of models, indexing is going to
effective only if the indexing algorithm needs to make reference to some representation derived from the model base that is bounded by a function that grows slowly in
N. Note that this does not mean that the representation itself be small in N, but
simply that the indexing 'algorithm access onl'- asm''all'par-t of the representation for
any particular instance of the indexing problem.
Unfortunately, for general 3D shapes, many different 3D ob'ects may have common
views (Ullman, 1979; see also Burns et al., 1990, Moses and Ullman, 991, and
Clemens and Jacobs, 1991, for stronger results). Furthermore, the shape of error
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bounds and their correlation depends on the 3D structure of an object. If indexing
were based directly on a simple representation of 3D shape, an indexing algorithm
would have to examine each of the N stored 3D shapes in order to discover which
views are shared between objects and how error bounds are dependent on viewing
parameters. This means that eective indexing algorithms are likely to need to precompute information about how 3D objects share views. A very simple approach to
doing this is to represent 3D objects as collections of their 2D views.

4.1.4

Eciency

As we saw in Section 28, using alignment methods, 2D recognition has complexity
O(N 2MI) (where N is the number of image points and M is the number of model
points), whereas 3D recognition has complexity (N'M'). A view based approach to
recognition has complexity 0(N2M3V)' where V is the number of views per object.
This means that 3D object recognition based on 2D views is faster by a factor of NM
V
than direct 3D object recognition. Furthermore in practice 2D object recognition
methods seem to have significantly better constants than 3D methods.
Of course, view based recognition of 3D objects does not answer geometrical questions as precisely as true 3D matching. We will examine this question in more detail
in Section 44. However, even if we demanded high-precision matching, 2D matching
as a pre-processing stage is still a very efficient and useful method for establishing
initial correspondences.
Finally, another kind of efficiency to be considered is the amount of effort required for
implementing and debugging a recognition system. View based recognition systems
are much easier to implement than recognition systems based on 3D shape.

4,2
4.2.1

Related Approaches
Recognition Systems

The idea of representing 3D objects by collections of 2D views is quite -old (e.g., Russell, 1921) and has come up frequently in the literature on visual object recognition.
Korn and Dyer, 1987, review a number of recognition systems based on multiple
views. Some of these systems have taken an approach very similar to the approach
described here: they have computed image properties from a large number of sam-
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pled viewpoints (between 100 and 500) and performed recognition by trying to see
whether such properties could be identified in images. Examples of such viewpoint
specific properties have included silhouettes (e.g., Wallace and Wintz, 1980), visible
features (see Section 42.4 below), the extended Gaussian image Rkeuchi 1981), and
edges (Lamdan and Wolfson, 1988). Breuel, 1989, has described a view-based system
for indexing that used a particularly compact representation of object views. Stein
and Medioni, 1991, have described a similar indexing system that is based on the
compact encoding of viewpoint-specific depth information.
Some neural-network based recognition systems (e.g., Edelman and Weinshall, 1989)
that in one way or another have relied on view-based representations have also been
described 'in the literature.
This frequent use of multi-view representations for recognition systems is not surprising. The recognition of 3D objects from 2D 'images does not require any information
other than the comparison of viewer-centered information with viewer-centered visual
input. Since, as we have seen above, view-based recognition is significantly easier to
implement and can even be more efficient than recognition based on 3D models, it is
not surprising that even systems that were intended as 3D recognition systems took
the shortcuts of view-based representations.

4.2.2

Approximately Invariant Properties

Many researchers have tried to identify and use invariant or approximately invariant
properties of objects for recognition.
There are many non-geometric invariants, like color or texture. While such cues are
potentially very useful for object recognition, the human visual system has no trouble
recognizing 3D objects in the absence of such cues.
There are also many non-metric invariants of objects, such as the topological relation
between object parts. Recognition by components Biederman, 1985) is based to a
significant degree on topological relations. Topological and parts relations are likely
to be very important for certain kinds of human recognition.
Actual implementations of this paradigm (e.g., Dickinson. et., al., 1990) rely on parts
extraction and on the fact that simple parts can be represented by relatively few
views. Villalba, 1990, makes a similar argument for the use of qualitative, viewdependent properties for recognition. However, he claims (without proof) that the
use of metric, view-dependent properties for the recognition of 3D objects is "not
appropriate", presumably because he assumes that too many views would be needed
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to represent individual objects. We will see later that that this is not the case.
As far as metric invariants are concerned, several researchers have observed that there
are no exact metric invariants even in the error-free case for 3D recognition (Burns
et al., 1990, Moses and Ullman, 1991, Clemens and Jacobs, 1991). Furthermore, it is
trivial to see that there are no exact invariants even in the 2D case in the presence of
bounded error. Moses and Ullman, 1991, additionally prove that even approximate
invariants do not exist in general if they are required to apply to the whole viewing
sphere.
However, there do exist useful, approximate invariants that apply to large parts of
the viewing sphere. This has already been pointed out by Marr and Nishihara, 1978.
As an example, they give data that demonstrates that the 2D angles between the
projections of the spines of the generalized cylinders that make up simple animal
stick figures are quite constrained.
Breuel, 989, and Breuel, 1990, describe a view-based indexing and recognition system intended for 3D objects. That system used a very compact encoding of 2D views
to allow for space-efficient storage and fast retrieval of the number of the multiple
2D views of a 3D object. Breuel, 1990, gives a bound on the viewpoint variation of
relative angles and discusses the number of views needed to represent a 3D objects
by 2D vews. A similar analysis has been made by Burns et al., 1990, and the authors have implemented a recognition system that takes explicit advantage of such
approximate invariants. However, trying to take explicit advantage of approximate
invariants greatly complicates the actual implementation of their recognition system.

4.,2.3

Interpolation among Views

Another approach that has been called "view based" are the method of linear combinations of views proposed by Ullman and Basri, 1989. But unlike the strictly viewbased method described here, linear combination of views relies on the geometric
nature of the relationship between the attached features of a 3D object, the viewing
transformation, and the image.
In fact, if supplemented wth the necessary non-linear constraints , the linear combibe viewed as building a31) m del of the obje t for each
nation of views approach can
0
c
different aspect; the technique is then equivalent to the model building technique
describe by Tomasi and Kanade, 1991. As such, recognition by linear combination
of views really follows in the tradition of 3D model based recognition that utilize
multi-view representations of the aspect graph.
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The assumptions of attached features and affine transformations on which the linear combination of views method is based means that that the method can perform
poorly for at least some classes of non-attached features. On the other hand, unless
the additional non-linear constraints are enforced (which is costly in practice), the
linear combination of views method overgeneralizes. This overgeneralization leads to
less-than optimal performance even for the recognition of rigid 3D objects (compared
to 3D alignment and strictly view-based methods for example). (We will see evidence
for these assertions in the next chapter.)
Non-linear interpolation schemes like radial basis functions (RBF's; Poggio and Edelman, 1990, Brunelli and Poggio, 1991) can model te behavior of non-attached features under rotation; such systems assume only smoothness of the viewing transformation.
The strictly view-based system described by Breuel, 1989 (like the bounded error
methods discussed above), has been described as a covering of the view-manifold (see
below) by small, bounded sets. It works for arbitrary view-manifolds of bounded
Hausdorff dimension (in fact, the "view-manifold" need not even be a "manifold").
This property is satisfied by most kinds of attached and non-attached features.
The assumption of smoothness made by non-linear interpolation schemes, on the other
hand, is a stronger assumption than the assumption about the Hausdorff dimension of
the view-manifold. (In fact, assumptions about smoothness are strictly speaking not
satisfied for object with non-trivial aspect graphs, due to the discontinuities between
aspects.) However, making such stronger assumptions might result in a reduction in
the number of views needed to represent an object.
Whether non-linear interpolation schemes actually perform significantly better than
strictly view-based systems remains to be seen. The simulations of an RBF-based
recognition system described in Poggio and Edelman, 990, were carried out with a
model base of only 10 objects, and they find that they need to store about 80-100
views for each object to achieve recognition of each object with high probability over
the whole viewing sphere. In simulations similar to the ones described in Chapter ,
for a model base of the same size, 30 training views give an error rate of 56%, and 100
training views give an error rate of 07%. The experiments on RBF-based recognition
described in Edelman and Buelthoff, 1990a, apply to a two-alternative forced-choice
experiment. A strictly view-based'approach under the saiiie'conditionsAchieves an
average error rate over the whole viewing sphere of 5% using only views, which
indicates a significantly better ability of strictly view-based methods to generalize
from a single view than either human subjects or RBF-based recognition.
Therefore while error rates and number of training views are not strictly compara-
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ble for these three different simulations (because the objects used in the experiments
were slightly different), these results do suggest that the supposed advantage in terms
of number of training views needed by interpolation-based methods when compared
with strictly view-based methods may be slight (Brunelli and Poggio, 1991, also report
that RBF based methods are not significantly better than nearest-neighbor methods
in terms of their ability to generalize to novel views; the HyberBF method seems to
be able to generalize somewhat better).
Recognition methods based on interpolation (linear or non-linear) have one crucial
disadvantage: they require that correspondences be established between multiple
training views and the image, and attempting to solve this correspondence problem
directly leads to very costly algorithms (with complexities significantly worse than
even those of 3D alignment).
We can overcome this problem somewhat by using a strictly view-based approach
for establishing correspondences between the 'image and each of the model views and
perform interpolation using the resulting correspondences. This is essentially the approach taken in Chapter for experiments 1com-3-nearest. As we will see, such an
approach does allow for more precise modeling of the geometry of rigid objects with
attached features, but can also make the recognition system less robust, since there
is more potential for establishing 'incorrect correspondences, and since only features
that are visible in three training views can be used for matching.
In contrast for a strictly view-based approach to recognition, correspondences are
found efficiently as part of the 2D matching process, for example, using the RAST
algorithm, and need only be established between the image and a single model view.
The availability of efficient 2D bounded error matching algorithms that can establish
correspondences has allowed us to apply view-based recognition without interpolation
to realistic scenes of 3D objects (see Chapter 6.

4.2.4

Aspect Graphs

Aspect graphs (Koenderink and van Doorn, 1979) describe the combinatorial structure of the collection of different views of an object: in the presence of occlusions or
non-attachi--d features, differ-ent-Views of an object can differ nt-O'"nly in the location
of features, but also qualitatively in the presence or absence of particular features.
Because of the high (even though polynomial time) complexity of known algorithms
for computing aspect graphs (e.g., Ponce and Kriegman, 1990), it has been relatively
well accepted in the literature that multi-view representations of the aspect graph
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structure of 3D objects are probably necessary for efficient 3D object recognition
from 2D images. Several systems have used deterministic or random sampling to
determine the different aspects of an object (see Besl and Jain, 1985, and Chin and
Dyer, 1986, for examples), and the number of different aspects of an object has been
analyzed theoretically (Ikeuchi and Kanade, 1988).
The question of how the locations of the features of an object behave under 3D transformations is complementary to the question of the complexity of the aspect graph.
In fact, the paper clips considered in some of the theoretical analysis and simulations
presented here have trivial aspect graphs, since there are no occlusions.

4.2.5

Summary

Almost all previous work on multi-view representations has been based on the premise
that a recognition system must take explicit measures to take advantage of the D
structure of objects lest the storage required to represent objects by collections of
their views and the runtime required to match all those views against images become
impractical.
In the case of work on approximately 'invariant geometric properties, such explicit
measures have 'Included the 'Identification of specific sets of characteristic features. In
the case of interpolation approaches, such explicit measures have been to find linear
or non-linear combinations of views.
But taking explicit advantage of the 3D structure of objects has serious disadvantages:
as we will see, it tends to make recognition systems less robust and less general. Furthermore, it requires knowledge of correspondences among training views.
In what follows, we will argue that we do not have to use invariants or interpolation
for building practical systems for recognizing 3D objects from 2D images.
An important difference between the work on view-based recognition presented here
and the simulations and analyses presented elsewhere is that we will explicitly study
the effects of large model bases and the presence of noise on view-based recognition, and relate the performance of view-based algorithms to that of 3D model-based
recognition algorithms.
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The Nurnber of Views of a Rigid 3D Ob ect

Above, we argued that view-based recognition is an attractive approach to the recognition of 3D objects from 2D images because it handles many deviations from the
special case of rigid 3D objects with attached features easily and robustly.
However, while being able to handle deviations from this special case is important for
robust, general-purpose recognition systems, the special case of rigid 3D objects with
attached features is important and common. Therefore, in this and the next section,
we examine theoretically the number of views that are needed to solve the bounded
error recognition problem for 3D objects using a view-based approximation, and we
discuss the effects of the view-based approximation on the correctness and reliability
of a recognition system.
The basic idea behind view-based recognition 'is that if there is a small change in relative position between viewer and object, the image of the object is not aected much.
Since we can look at an object only from a limited set of directions (the technical
statement is that the "viewing sphere is compact") and since each view of the object
covers a range of drections, we only need to store a finite number of directions in
order to cover all possible views of an object when we match under bounded error.
We can formalize this idea by considering the modulus of continuity of the viewing
transformation and we can actually give bounds on the number of views needed to
represent a 3D object as a collection of 2D views.

4.3.1

The Viewing Sphere

Consider a set of points in IR3 that can undergo rid body transformations and
scaling. Such a transformation is given by 7 parameters: 3 parameters to specify a
translation, 3 parameters to specify a rotation, and one parameter to specify scale
(recall from Section 24.1 that a viewing transformationis such a rigid body transformation together with the projection).
Let us assume an orthographic projection model. Then it is easy to see that translation along the projection axis does not affect the projected image of the points.
Furthermore, y symmetry, translations, rotations, And scale of the -p"rojection of
the points in the image plane can compensate for 4 of the remaining 6 parameters
describing the 3D pose of the set of points.
This leaves us with 2 rotation parameters (e.g., identifiable with slant and tilt) determining the actual location of points in the projection of the set of 3D points, up
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to 2D translation, rotation, and scale.
Note that this argument is independent of the relation between features and rotation.
In particular, in addition to attached features, it works for all non-attached features
whose location only depends on the relative position of the object and the viewer
(most non-attached features fall into this category, but highlights, for example, also
depend on the position of a light source relative to the object and viewer).
To make this idea more concrete, we can imagine the 2 viewing parameters parameters to be identified with points on a sphere. This sphere is called the viewing sphere.
We can think of the object as being placed inside the sphere. As we move around
the object, looking at the center of the viewing sphere, the optical axis of our eye
intersects the sphere, and this point of intersection is a representation of the 2 viewing
parameters.

4.3.2

Bounded Error

Above, we defined view based recognition in terms of a 2D recognition algorithm that
returns a quality of match measure: the result of a view-based recognition algorithm
is simply determined by the best-matching known view for some object.
However, for deriving bounds on the number of views of an object, such a definition
is unwieldy, since it makes the total number of views needed to achieve a certain error
rate dependent on the entire collection of objects.
Therefore, for the derivation below, we will use a simpler and stricter error measure:
bounded error recognition. Under such an error measure, in order to declare a match
between an image and a D model, we require that all features in some view of the
3D model match the features in the given 2D image to within some error bound .
This is the most commonly used definition of 3D object recognition from 2D images
under bounded error.
Under such a model of recognition, the question of the number of views of an object
for a given can then be reduced to the question of how much the viewing parameters for an object can change before the location of features in the image determined
by the viewing parameters moveby more than 6 For each '
in the collection of
views representing the objects, this set of viewing parameters will correspond to a
small patch on the surface of the viewing sphere, and we determine the number of
views as the number of views needed to generate enough patches to cover the viewing
sphere completely.

I-
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Arbitrary Features

Now, if we assume that (for each object) the relationship between the slant and tilt
parameters of the viewing transformation and the location of features in the image
is piecewise smooth (this is certainly true for attached features and also true for any
reasonable kind of non-attached feature), then it will be true that small changes in
slant and/or tilt will gve rise to only small changes in the location of features in the
imacro
,D-

To get some idea of how smoothly the 2D views of an object change with changes
in viewing transformations, we can plot the quality of match of different views of an
object for each pair of possible slant/tilt values. Such a plot is called an error sphere.
We will see examples of error spheres in Section 55.9. Error spheres let us draw
conclusions about the ability of view based recognition methods to recognize objects
from novel viewpoints (to "generalize" to novel viewpoints).
We can formalize the notion of smoothness of the viewing transformation as requiring
piecewise uniform continuity over the viewing sphere. To do this, we make use of the
modulus of continuity (see Davis, 1975, for more details):
Wf

()

sup
JX1 -X2

if (X1

-

X2)1

(4.1)

1:8

It is not difficult to see that if the maximum modulus of continuity of the viewing
transformation is bounded as > 8 then each individual view of an object will
match a solid angle of approximately on the viewing sphere.
Note that we can often bound
by considering the derivative of the location of a
feature in the image by the parameters of the viewing transformation.
Since the viewing sphere is a D surface, and since we are covering it with patches of
linear dimension
we expect that we need
-A 2 ) different patches (and hence,
views) of an object. We will derive more specific bounds below.

4.3.4

Bounds for Attached Features

For attached features, it is not difficult to derive more concrete bounds. Recall that
attached features are features that behave like the points of a rigid body under rigid
body transformations of a 3D object. In this case, the viewing transformation is
uniformly continuous over the whole viewing sphere, and we can determine a bound
on the modulus of continuity as follows.
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Let us assume that translations have already been accounted for.
Then, a viewing transformation consists of a rotation R a change of scale S, and a
projection P: v ima,
PSR(v modl)
We know that for small rotations (say, of sze c) around an axis given by a unit vector
r the displacement of a vector v is given by (Goldstein, 1980):
.Av

er x v

Since for a unit vector r, it is true that lir x v < JJvJI we know that JIAvJI
Furthermore, since P diag(l, 1, 0), JP vil :5 11vil.

(4.2)
JvJI.

Therefore, we see that for any axis of rotation, scale factor s, and small angles of
rotation c-,the projection of an attached feature v does not move by more than CJvJI
(this bound actually also works for large c).
Hence, the modulus of continuity of the viewing transformation with respect to any
rotation is bounded as
= vJI. Now, because images are formed on a sensor of
finite diameter (retina, CCD array) s IIv IIis bounded by a constant determined by the
sensor hardware. So, if we assume that the sensor is bounded by a circle of radius D,
then is simply D.
The case of perspective projection (weak perspective) is similar. In particular, it is
known that the additional error in the location of image features introduced by approximating perspective projection by orthographic project is of the order of a few
percent for realistic camera positions.
Note that the resulting bounds on the number of views of an object are independent
of the complexity (number of features) of the object. Object complexity does have a
slight influence on the number of different views in the presence of occlusions: objects
with more features tend to have a larger number of aspects (a bound on the number
of aspects in terms of the complexity of an object is given in Ikeuchi and Kanade,
1988).

4.3.5

Deterministic and Stochastic Sampling

Above, we have seen that for an individual view, for smooth viewing transformations,
changes in slant/tilt of order will move the location of features in the image by less
than cy. Since we require that > , this means that for a given , is at least as
large as It
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Now, allowing changes in slant/tilt by an amount of corresponds to an area of a on
the viewing sphere:
a = 2r( - cos c) 23 7 C2
(4-3)
24
(the last inequality comes from the Taylor series expansion of cos).
The viewing sphere has total area 4x. The total number V of circular patches required
to cover the viewing sphere, if we could choose their placement, is then bounded (including a factor of 2 to account for the fact that we cannot cover the viewing sphere
without overlap using circular tiles):
< 2 4,x
a

2

2 4,x
1_X
24

<

9C2

<

9

2

P

2

9

(4.4)
D

This is the bound on the number of views of a 3D object under a bounded error
recognition model and allowing the view based recognition algorithm to choose the
individual views.
The ratio D is the error that is tolerated by the recognition system relative to the size
to the image of the object. In practice, this ratio will be somewhere between 1% and
10%, resulting in an upper bound on the number of views of between 90000 and 900.
We will see below that the number of views required in an actual view-based system
can be much smaller, for example, because of the existence of approximate invariants and because of the presence of characteristic non-metric information (topology,
non-geometric information) in images.
In a realistic vision system, we do not get to choose the representative views that
represent an object. Rather, we have to cover the viewing sphere stochastically. If we
assume that views are uniformly chosen at random, we can apply a variety of results
from stochastic geometry. It can be shown that the probability of complete coverage
after V trials satisfies as V -+ oo (see Hall, 1988):
i

-

P

complete

=

P

incomplete

I _ (I

(1))V2P(1 _ P)V_1

Here, p is the fraction of the surface covered by one patch, i.e., p
P incomplete goes to zero exponentially in V.

4,x

(4.5)
Note that

Easier to calculate is the probability that a particular view is not covered after V
trials, or, equivalently, the expected fraction of the viewing sphere that is not covered
by V randomly chosen views, This is simply:

E

error =

(I

P)v

CPv

(4-6)
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The View-Based Approxirnation

What we have seen in the previous sections is that if we are willing to accept a certain degree of "approximation" in the recognition of 3D objects, we can use a strictly
view-based algorithm for solving this problem. Let us analyze what the nature of this
approximation is and how it may affect the reliability of object recognition.
We saw above that, in order to allow an individual view to generalize across a small
set of viewing directions, we can simply match it under a small error bound
In
the presence of error on the location of model features (in 3D) of bounded magnitude
6, this means that we must perform bounded error matching under an error bound
+ 6,. The case of error on the location of image features (sensing error) is similar,
but there are some technical complications due to the fact that sensing error does
not scale with the model. This means that a collection of features that are very
close to one another in the image could match many models after normalization for
scale (because of sensing error). This anomaly is eliminated if we limit the scaling of
objects to some "reasonable" range.
Any match outside these new error bounds 6+6, is then guaranteed not to be a correct
3D match under error bounds 661 However, a match within these error bounds might
be either a correct 3D match under error bounds , to the correct model, or it might
be a false match of another 3D model that happens to match the particular view to
within error bounds + , but would be detected as a false match by a recognition
algorithm that solved the 3D recognition problem exactly for the given error bound
of .
Therefore, increasing the error bounds slightly to allow individual views to generalize
slightly over a patch on the viewing sphere allows false positive matches to occur. Hypathetically, this might lead to incorrect recognition. However, below, we will argue
that the effect of this approximation is no more significant than the effect of many
other approximations that have been made commonly and casually in visual object
recognition.
In order to understand the effect of these approximations on the recognition problem,
we need to understand the structure of 3D point sets under 3D rigid body transformations and orthographic projection.
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The Structure of Point-Sets under Pro'ection

Projection of an object consisting of k attached features in 3D gives rise to a view
consisting of k feature locations (points) in 21). We can represent the coordinates of
the k feature locations i 3D as a single point n IRIk (object space), and we can
represent the feature locations in the corresponding view as a point (the view-vector)
in IR2k (view space).
In the view of 3D object recognition under bounded error described above, we consider objects equivalence classes under 3D rigid body transformations. Since a rigid
body transformation 'is given by 6 parameters, this means that a D object is a
-dimensional surface (in fact, a 6-dimensional quadratic variety)
3k
inIR . Under pro
jection., in general, this 6-dimensional surface will turn into a 6-dimensional surface,
the view-rnanifold, in view-space.
In Section 43, we have used the fact that certain 3D rigid body transformations
(under orthographic projection along the z-axis) can be compensated for directly by
2D rigid motions of the plane. This lets us account for 4 of the 6 dimensions of the
surface representing the views of the object in view-space as follows.
It is trivial to see that 3D translations either do not aect the image at all (if they
occur along the z-axis), or can be compensated for by 2D translations. To see that
one of the three rotational components of the 3D rigid body transformation can be
compensated for by 2D rotation, it suffices to write the 3D rigid body transformation
in terms of Euler angles (Goldstein, 1980) and choose the last rotation to be around
the z- (projection-) axis. That is, after accounting for 2D rigid transformations, the
view-manifold is a 2D quadratic surface in the view-space IR2k-4
The view-manifold actually has a number of important properties 6wing to the fact
that it is the projection of the orbit of a single point under the group of 3D rigid body
transformations. For our purposes, it suffices to observe that the view-manifold has
a relatively simple structure, since it is topologically equivalent to the viewing sphere
in most cases.

4.4.2

Error Measures

The above considerations apply to the error-free case. I the presence of error, the
view-vector for some view of an object will not lie directly on the view-manifold. Different error measures (bounded error, least square error) correspond to different ways
of measuring the distance of the view-vector from the corresponding view-manifold.
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In particular, let v be a view-vector, and let the x-coordinates be given by the even
components v 2i of v (i = O... 12k - ).
The error measure used with bounded error recognition corresponds to the expression:
d b, (U, V)
max
+ (2i+1
- V2i+1)2
(4-7)
i= o,..., k-

It is not difficult to see that the bounded error measure is also a metric, which is similar to (but different from) the oo-metric in view-space. In order to declare a match
between an image and a model under bounded error c, we ask that there exist some
point on the view-manifold of the model whose distance (under metric d ,) from the
given view is less than .
Another common error measure, used wth least-square recognition, corresponds to
the expression:
d

(u, V)

k-1
E(Oi

-

2i)2 + (U2i+l

2i+1)2

(4-8)

i=O
This is simply the Euclidean metric in view-space (it is perhaps a little surprising
that the distinction between individual features, as well as x- and y-coordinates has
completely disappeared).
Under the bounded error model of recognition, we can then reformulate the recognition problem as a point membership problem. The view-manifold for each object is
dilated by the set B,
lp : d , (0, p < el; if the view-manifold of some model is the
set M, we denote this dilated set as D(M, B,). The view-vector v of an image then
matches a particular model M iff v E D(M, B,).
We note that using techniques like those described in Chazelle, 1985, and Clarkson,
1987 such a formulation of bounded error recognition as a set membership problem
means that, for large model bases, exact bounded error recognition can be carried out
in time O(Iog N), where N is the size of the model base. This is an interesting observation since all previously known algorithms for this problem have had complexity
Q(N) 'in the number of models in the presence of error (Clemens and Jacobs, 1991,
Weinshall, 1991).
In Section 41.1, we described view-based recognition as finding the best matching
view of some object for a given image, rather than matching under bounded error,
as we have considered in the analysis. It is interesting to analyze how this slightly
different approach is expressed in view-space.
In view-space, the set of points that will be classified as belonging to a given view-
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manifold by nearest neighbor classification on samples from the view-manifold will
simply correspond to the cells of a Voronoi diagram generated by the individual
views. This has implications for the number of views needed to cover the viewmanifold. Intuitively, in those regions where different view-manifolds are far apart
from one another, only few views are needed for a correct assignment of points to the
different view-manifolds whereas in regions where view-manifolds approach closely,
many more views may be needed. This particular intuition about view-based nearestneighbor recognition of 3D objects from 2D 'images may be helpful for deriving better
bounds on the number of views needed than those we have found in Section 4.3.

4.4.3

View-Based Recognition under Error

Armed wth this mathematical intuition about view-space and view-manifolds, we
can now analyze the behavior of view-based recognition under error in view-space.
For view-based recognition, each stored view is a sample from the view-manifold M,
if there are no errors during training, or from the dilated view-manifold D (M, B6J
if there is error on location during training.
Under a bounded error of + , an individual view v from the model M will
match all views within the translated -ball v + 8,. View-based recognition then
approximates the view-manifold from the outside using c-balls. (The analysis in Section 43 applies to the error free case in which we cover the undilated view-manifold
M with 6-balls.) This is illustrated in Fgure 42.
Note that by covering the view-manifold from the outside, we also allow for some
non-matching views to be falsely declared as matches. This is, in fact, the nature of
the view-based approximation to the 3D bounded error recognition problem.
Whether these false positives present a practical problem depends on -our application.
However, we can make several arguments that in most cases, they are likely to be
insignificant.
Rejection of Random Images
A very simple and important case for analyzing the effects of the overgeneralization
resulting from the view-based approximation is that of the rejection of random images. That is, our vision system confronted either with images containing an actual
view of a known object, or with "random" views (see Grimson and Huttenlocher,
1988, for a similar analysis of the Hough transform). We can argue that for a reli-
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view-space

views under error
6+6e

I

Figure 42: Covering the view-manifold with
views.

view-manifold under error

balls (c

e

6+6,) centered on individual

able recognition system, the probability that a random image is declared to contain
a match to a known object must be small.
An 'Important property of bounded error recognition systems is that as the number
of dimensions of the view-vector increases, the probability of a random view-vector
matching some model under bounded error decreases exponentially. This means that
we can use slightly larger view-vectors to compensate for the increased probability of
false matches due to the view-based approximation.
To see how much larger we need to make the view-vector (or equivalently, how many
more features we need to use), we first need to compute the probability of finding a
random match for the bounded error model and for the view-based approximation
to the bounded error model. Under the assumption of "random" views, these questions become questions about the volumes of the dilated view-manifold for the exact
bounded error recognition problem, and for the total volume covered by the views in
a view-based approximation.
Now, the view-based model, i.e., the collection of c-balls generated by views v E M
that we use to cover the view-manifold, certainly is contained in the dilation of M by
c-balls. Thus, the volume of D(M, B,) is a bound on the volume of the collection of
c-balls.
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For sufficiently sall and , the volumes of the 6 and + , dilations of M can be
approximated in terms of the surface area Am of M:
V (D (M Bc))

A mC2k-6

(4.9)

Here, k is the number of features in the model. The exponent 2k - 6 occurs because
view-space is 2k - 4 dimensional, and because Am accounts for the area of the D
view-surface.
Now, we are asking, given two different values for c, namely
k, how do we choose a such that:

+ , and , for a given

P v E D(M(k)1)3(6+6,)) <PfvED(M(k/),B8,)J

(4.10)

Under a suitable assumption of "uniformly distributed" random views, the probability measure in this equation simply reduces to a question about the relative volumes
of the dilated view-manifolds for the two different error bounds. Ignoring the dependence of Am on k, the condition on the probability of error can then be expressed
as:
+ 6e)2ki-6 < 6e 2k-6
(4.11)
L
- L
The geometrical factor L makes sure that the dimensions in this inequality are correct
(we can only compare powers of dimensionless quantities). It corresponds roughly to
the size of the models; hence L corresponds roughly to the error relative to the model
size.
After a little manipulation, this reduces to:
2k - 6
2k - 6 > I

log
log 6e
L

(4.12)

Here,
For 10% error on location, this means that for error on location L
of 10%, we need to increase 2k - 6 by about 40%, while for % error on location, we
need to increase 2k - 6 by 18% to compensate for the rate of false positive matches
due to the view-based approximation. Note that the number of extra features needed
decreases as we increase the accuracy of matching.
The tradeofF between using more accurate matching and using larger numbers of features is actually not limited to view-based approximations. In fact, as we will see
next, many commonly made assumptions about visual object recognition represent
the same kind of approximation that view-based recognition represents. For all these
approximations, we can trade off the approximation against using a larger number of
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features in order to achieve a certain robustness against random positive matches.
Commonly Made Assumptions
Current recognition systems already make a number of approximations and assumptions about the recognition problem that have effects analogous to those of the viewbased approximation. Among these are:
* The choice of metric (for example, d
e

vs. d

Isq

The assumption of uncorrelated errors.

* The assumption of orthographic projection.
* The use of quantized transformation space (with the Hough transform) or weakness (optional with the RAST algorithm).
e The use of alignments.
Such assumptions are unavoidable: logistic and economic constraints prevent us from
modeling the world perfectly.
Now, it is not difficult to see that each of these assumptions has an effect on the
recognition problem analogous to that of the view-based approximation: all of them
approximate of the true set of view-vectors representing a D object by some simpler
set.
We have already seen how the use of alignment methods only approximates bounded
error recognition'. More specificially, in the presence of error on the location of image
features of size c, alignment incorrectly generalizes to some bounded error matches
under error bounds Cc, where depends on the number of alignment points and the
set of transformations under consideration (for 2D matching,
3 see Section 27.1,
and for affine matching c = 5, Grimson et al., 1990). Note that for alignment, we
do not have any control over the amount of classification error introduced by the
approximation; on the other hand, for the view-based approximation, we can reduce
the amount, of recognition ierror arbitrarily by decreasing the parameter .
Another simple case of analyzing this is in comparing our choice of metric. In particular, let us assume that the true metric for the recognition problem is the Euclidean
metric (as used with least-square error recognition systems), but we are approximating it with a bounded error etric. Furthermore, assume that our error bound for
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the Euclidean metric is c, and that models consist of k points (ignore canonicalization
for 2D translation, rotation, and scale).
Now, under the Euclidean metric (d ,,,) and an error bound of c, 'if we put all the
error into a single coordinate, we can achieve a bounded error of C. If we want to
approximate the Euclidean metric with the bounded error metric, and if we do not
permit any false negative errors, this dictates that we use an error bound of C for
the bounded error matching. However, if we assume a bounded error model with an
error bound of c, we have to accept many false positive matches. In particular, the
ratio of volumes (equivalent to the ratio in Equation 411) is simply the ratio of the
(Euclidean) volume of the unit ball of the bounded error metric to the volume of the
unit ball of the Euclidean metric. Now, the volume of the unit ball of the Euclidean
2,rk
metric in 2k dimensions is gven by 2k(k-l)!
_C Ik The volume of the unit ball of the
bounded error metric on the other hand is simply 7 kC2k The ratio of these two
volumes is -xkk(k - 1! (note that this ratio grows exponentially in 2k). In general,
the same relation holds for dilations of most view-manifolds M with the respective
c-balls.
Therefore, we see that the difference between the Euclidean metric and the bounded
error metric for evaluating the quality of match 'is quite similar to the difference between 3D bounded error recognition and the view-based approximation: the volumes
of the approximations differ from that of the true dilated view-manifold by a significant ratio, and, furthermore, the magnitude of that ratio grows exponentially in
k. Like the recognition error introduced by the alignment method, the effect of our
choice of metric on recognition error is fixed and, unlike the effect of the view-based
recognition, cannot be compensated for by committing more resources.
Similar considerations apply to the relationship between bounded error matching and
Hough transform/transformation space sampling approximations (a related analysis
of this can be found in Grimson and Huttenlocher, 1988), and to the relationship
between methods that assume uncorrelated error if there is significant correlation
between error on the location of features.
The point of the above considerations was to demonstrate that approximations to
the recognition problem with consequences analogous to those of the view-based approximation are made routinely in visual ob'ect recognition. In fact, the view-based
approxi m'ation lets us contro'-l'th6quality 'of the aPproX1*'m'_afion via e parameter,
while the effects of approximations like choice of metric or the use of alignment are
fixed and comparable in magnitude to the case where = .
The effects of such approximations depends on our application. In the previous section, we saw how such approximations affect the likelihood of randomly occurring
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matches and how they can be compensated for by using a slightly larger number of
features. There may be other effects. For example, if two view-manifolds are very
close to one another under a bounded error matching model, then the effect of such
approximations can be that the approximations intersect and some views of the two
corresponding objects will be confused.
Therefore, there is no reason to believe that the effect of the view-based approximation on the reliability and recognition error of a recognition system is any more
significant than that of other, commonly made assumptions. On the contrary, the
effect of the view-based approximation can be diminished arbitrarily by using more
views, whereas the effects of assumptions like the independence assumption or our
choice of metric are fixed. At a given number of views for the view-based approximation, the effects of the view-based approximation on the geometry can also be
compensated for by using slightly larger numbers of features for the match, just like
the effects of the other, commonly made approximations and assumptions.
Practical experiences support the notion that such subtle differences in the quality of
match measure used do not have a significant impact on the reliability of recognition
(cf., for example, the small differences in terms of reliability among the different D
bounded error matching algorithms used in Chapter 5).

4.5

Discussion

In this chapter, we have related the view-based approach to the recognition of D
objects from 2D images to standard approaches.
View-based rec ognition represents 3D objects as collections of 2D views,.--and recognizes objects in scenes by finding the best-matching known object view.
The main conclusions from the theoretical analysis are:
0 The number of views needed to approximate the 3D structure of a rigid object
with attached features (ignoring the structure of the aspect graph) is bounded
by 06-'),
where is the approximation parameter.
0 The effect of the view-based approximation on the reliability of the recognition
of 3D rigid objects wth attached features is analogous to the effects of many
other commonly used approximations and can be compensated for by using
slightly larger numbers of features.

-

-

-- -------
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* View-based recognition can deal with any kinds of features for which the relationship between pose and 'image is a sufficiently smooth (piecewise uniformly
continuous) mapping.
In the next two chapters, we will examine simulations and actual applications of
view-based recognition that further support the idea that view-based recognition is a
practical and useful method for 3D object recognition from 2D images.
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A Recognition Systern

In order to test the theoretical predictions about view-based recognition, a generalpurpose, modular simulation system for testing and comparing algorithms for visual
object recognition was built. The flow of information in this simulation system is
depicted in Figure 54.
The system is object-oriented and organized around four basic classes: Object, View,
Model, and Match.
The Obj ect class encapsulates the structure of a 3D object. Views of objects are generated using the view and randomView methods. Currently, there are two different
kinds of objects in the ystem: Clip and Jumble.
The View class is simply a representation of a single view of an ob ect. It contains
a list of features, their locations in the image, and other properties associated with
features.
The Model class contains implementations of the different recognition algorithms.
During the acquisition phase, individual views are added to a model using the add
method. At the end of the acquisition phase, the f reeze method is invoked, which
allows the Model to perform some computation on the stored views before the recognition phase. During the recognition phase, new views are generated and matched by
the Model class against the stored representation of the object.
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Figure 5-1: Objects and features used in the experiments. Features are marked with
a small square.

The output of such a match is an object of class Match, which contains the quality of
match value and transformation.
The point of describing the simulation system in such detail is that information flow
in the system is restricted and passed only through well-defined interfaces, closely
paralleling the constraints on information flow in real-world vision systems that learn
from examples.

5,2

Large 1\4odel-Bases

It is important to compare recognition algorithms on large model bases, since discrimination of only a few objects is a much easier task than recognition from among
thousands of candidates. Current computer technology severely limits the size of
model bases on which recognition methods can be tested directly. However, for recognition algorithms tat. return a value indicating the "quality of. match" between any
given 'image and model, we can use Monte-Carlo simulations to estimate the performance of the recognition algorithm on a large model base. The basic idea is to
compute histograms (empirical distribution functions) of the quality of match values
for models against randomly chosen views of the object represented by the model, and
against randomly chosen views of randomly chosen different objects; such distribution
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labelerrors
noccluded
noise
ntrain
object
perf ectmodel
perspective
specificity
trainrot
trials

0
0
20
100
clip
true
false
I
false
500
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number of mislabeled model points
number of occluded model points
noise added to the location of each feature in the image
number of training examples
object used (clip or jumble)
presence of noise in the training examples
use perspective projection instead of orthographic
number of potential correspondences for each model pointsample the viewing sphere deterministically
number of Monte-Carlo trials

clip
paperclip-like objects
generated by a random
walk
jumble
jumble of line segments in
3D

complexity 20
size
100
complexity
20
size
300
illusory
false

number of segments plus
size of one segment
number of line segments
size of one segment
use illusory intersection
between segments

Figure 52: The table at the top shows parameters affecting the'simulator and their
default values. The table at the bottom shows parameters affecting the generation of
objects and their default values.
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view-bounded-n
VBR using bounded error
recognition; quality of match is the
number of points that can be brought
into correspondence allowing an error
of maxerr
view-minerr-n
VBR using bounded error
recognition; quality of match is the
smallest error that under which at
least minsize points can be brought
into correspondence
lcom-random-v
VBR using linear combination of
views without view preselection;
quality of match is the total least
squared error of the points
lcom-nearest-v
VBR using linear combination of
views and view preselection using
bounded error matching; quality of
match is the total least-squared error
of the points
corr-a
VBR using 2D alignment and
gaussians and view preselection; the
quality of match measure is described
in the text
alignment-3d
3D recognition using alignment;
quality of match is the total least
squared error of the points
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minsize

2

maxerr

n

minsize

minimum number of
matching points
maximum error
allowed

required size of
match

M
2

maxerr

100

ninter v

ninter

maximum error
allowed

number of views
used for the linear
combination

V

number of views
used for the linear
combination
minsize 2
minimum size of
match for
preselection
maxerr
20
maximum error for
preselection
sigma a
width of the
Gaussian

rounds

10

points

3

improve

f alse

number of alignment
tried
number of points
used for alignment
find a least-square
solution

Figure 53: The table shows the different recognition methods used in the experiments, their associated parameters and default values.
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view, randomView

Object

add, freeze, match

display, evaluate

Model

Matc h

View

Ob'ect
Clip

Model

Jumble

Corr

View 3D Alignment
I
Viewinter

RBF

Figure 54: The structure of the simulator.

functions are shown in Figure 5-5.
If the true cumulative distribution functions are 01 and 02, then the probability of
error for recognition from a model base of size N is:
N
6
k=1

N
k

(Dk(X)(I
2

(X))N-k d0 (x)
'D2

If we replace the true distribution functions with the empirical distribution functions corresponding the the data, we can easily compute an estimate for
(using
the exponential bounds for order statistics given in, e.g., Reiss, 1989, we could determine the confidence in this estimate or modify it to obtain weaker bounds with
higher confidence). Empirically, this method appears to give good estimates of the
frequency of error with only a small fraction of the memory and time required by
direct simulations.

5,3

Ob ects

For the comparison of the recognition algorithms, we used
"jumble of line segments" as objects (see Figure 5-1).

paper clips" and a

D
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5.3.1

Paperclips

In the case of the paper clip, the features used were the locations of the endpoints
and bends of the clip in the 2D image. These features are attached, i.e., they obey
the rigid body relationship to the pose parameters usually assumed in the object
recognition literature. Paperclips were generated by a random walk (each segment of
the clip was 80 units long) and consisted of 19 segments.
Paperclips are essentially simply a collection of 3D points for which correspondences
between model and image can be established relatively easily (there is a linear ordering of features, possibly with occasional insertions or deletions in the case of real
images). On the other hand, 'Individual features, the locations of bends in the paperclips, carry no non-geometrical information (unlike, say, the vertices of polyhedra,
which are labeled by their degree).
Paperclips have been used in psychophysical experiments on object recognition and
generalization (e.g., Edelman and Buelthoff, 1990a, Edelman and Buelthoff, 1990b).
They have also been used in some other experiments on 3D object recognition from
2D images (e.g., Edelman and Weinshall, 1989, Poggio and Edelman, 1990).

5.3.2

Jumble of Line Segments

In the case of the jumble of segments, the features used were the locations of intersections between pairs of segments in the image. Jumbles were generated by distributing
20 line segments of equal length randomly inside the uit sphere.
This is an interesting case because it is a simple class of objects that has non-attached
features (recall that non-attached features are features that do not transform like
points on a rigid body under rigid bod transformations).

5.3.3

Training

Both kinds of objects were presented with different slants and tilts (no rotation around
the optical axis was used). In the experiments re
here othographic projection
was used but some experiments with perspective projection at realistic distances of
the object from the camera gave qualitatively and qantitatively similar results.
In some experiments, noise was added to the locations of the features; noise vectors
with a magnitude less than the noise parameter ere chosen from a uniform distribution. In other experiments, the recognition algorithms were not given unique
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correspondence information; individual features were allowed to match a number of
other features gven by a specificity parameter.
Collections of 2D vews containing feature locations obtained in this way were used as
training data for the recognition algorithms. All the error rates shown in the graphs
have been estimated for model bases consisting of 1000 objects.
During most of the experiments, the training examples presented to the recognition
algorithms were noise-free and noise on the location of features was only added during
the recognition phase (but see Section 55.5). Likewise, during most of the experiments, the recognition algorithms received complete correspondence information (but
see Section 55-7).

5A

Recognition 1\4ethods

We have tested and compared recognition methods that perform 3D matching using alignment, optimal 2D bounded error matching (using the methods described in
Section 3 2D alignment with a gaussian error measure (a method closely related to
many neural network algorithms and RBF methods Poggio and Edelman, 1990), and
linear combination among two or more views (Ullman and Basri, 1989).
Except for 3D alignment, all methods use a collection of 2D views of any given object to represent the object for recognition. We make a distinction between strictly
vZew-based methods, like 2D bounded error matching and 2D alignment, and the interpolation methods, which try to implicitly recover and take advantage of the D
structure of objects.
As we saw above, each recognition method returns, for each object in the model base,
a number indicating the quality of match between image object model.

5.4.1

3D Alignment

In order to obtain a baseline for the performance of the view-based recognition methods, a true 3D recognition algorithm, recognition by alignment (Huttenlocher and
Ullman, 1987), was implemented.
The idea behind recognition by alignment is to recover a transformation from the
model to the image using a (algebraically) minimum number of correspondences between the image and the model. In the case of recognizing 3D objects from 2D images,
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we need at least three points for finding a transformation using alignment.
Using this transformation, we align the image with the model. The quality of match
is then given as the sum of the squared distances between model points and their
corresponding image points.
If there is significant error on the location of one or more of the alignment points,
the quality of match found by an alignment algorithm can be significantly worse than
that found by an optimal matching algorithm, even though there actually exists a
good match between the image and the model. To avoid this problem, alignment
algorithms generally try several different collections of alignment points.
The 3D alignment algorithm used the actual 3D object model for recognition. In this,
it differs from all the other recognition methods described here, which had to build
a 3D object model from examples. Together with a onlinear optimization of the
least-square match error between model and image, the performance of 3D alignment
then is nearly the optimal performance achievable by any 3D recognition algorithm
under ideal circumstances.
Because 3D alignment (as described in Huttenlocher and Ullman, 1987) is only applicable to attached features, 3D alignment was only tested with clip objects.
For each match, several randomly chosen subsets (rounds) of three points (alignment bases) of image features and corresponding model features were aligned and
the model was projected onto the 'image using the pose determined by the alignment.
The quality of match was the minimum of the sum of the squared distances between
projected model points and their corresponding image points over all alignment bases
that were tried.
Frequently, in applications of 3D alignment, the initial pose estimate is improved
using_ non-linear optimization of the least-square error. This was also tried in the
experiments presented here. Doing so does not lead to a significant improvement
in recognition accuracy (see Figure 57), but considerably increases the computation
time.

5.4.2

Optimal 2D Bounded Error Matching

Recognition by optimal 2D bounded error matching compares the 'image to each view
of a 3D model using a D matching algorithm. Two kinds of 2D bounded error
matching algorithms were used.
2D bounded error matching methods (indicated in the figures as view-bounded-n,
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where n is the error bound) try to determine the rgid 2D transformation that aligns
a maximum number of feature points in the image with points in a view from the
object model sub ect to a given error bound. The quality of such a match is given by
the number of feature points that can actually be aligned to within the error bounds.
The RAST algorithm (see Chapter 3 was used to find optimal bounded error matches
under the oc-norm.
A 2D minimum error matching algorithm (view-minerr-n, where 'is the number of
features required to match) tries to determine a rigid transformation and subsets of
given minimum size of feature points in the image and in the view of the model object,
in particular, a transformation that minimizes the maximum error. It has recently
been argued (Huttenlocher et al., 1991 b) that this measure of similarity between a
model and an image is preferable to counting the fraction of a model accounted for
in an image under fixed error bounds. The overall quality of a match between the
image and an object model is the minimal maximum error over all known views of
the object.
For both kinds of matching problems, we were using the bounded error recognition
algorithm described in Chapter 3.

5.4.3

2D Alignment with Gaussian Error Measure

We have already described above the alignment method for the 3D case. Recognition
by alignment in the 2D case uses two points to obtain a D translation, rotation, and
change of scale.
The usual quality of match measure used with alignment 'is either a least7square measure or a bounded error measure. In these experiments, we used a slightly different
quality measure. Let bili=1
be the image points and f m i=1
be the correI..-)nb

Z

... nm

_,Z2a
sponding aligned model points. The quality of match is then given by q
The effect of this is to remove outliers from consideration and to assign a higher quality to close matches (bounded error recognition, in contrast, makes no distinctions
between two matches that satisfy the given error bounds with the same number of
matching points but different noise).

In the figures, recognition by alignment is indicated as corr-a where a is the standard deviation of the gaussian ("corr" because this scheme is also very similar to
recognition by "correlation")
Recognition by alignment with a gaussian error measure is related to network models
of object recognition such as radial basis functions (Poggio and Edelman, 1990) to
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MAP techniques for object recognition (Wells, 1992), and to neural network models
in general. It is plausible in terms of the known components of the human visual system: fixation points and textons correspond to alignment points, eye movements and
shifter circuits carry out alignments, and the receptive fields of individual neurons for
specific features are approximated by gaussian functions.

5.4.4

Linear Combination of Views

Linear combination of three views has been proposed by Ullman and Basri, 1989,
as a method for the recognition of 3D objects from a collection of 2D views. This
method has also been described as "view based", but it is essentially a simple way to
represent and recover a significant part of the 3D structure of an object.
The basic result is that gven three views of a 3D object, the x-coordinates of the
locations of any view are a linear combination of the x-coordinates of the three given
views and the same result holds for the y-coordinates.
In general, these linear constraints only identify 3D objects up to equivalence classes
under 3D affine transformations rather than 3D rigid transformation. Some classes
of objects (e.g., pyramids and skew pyramids, or cubes and bricks) cannot be distinguished under affine transformations. It could be argued that these perhaps constitute
special cases (analogous to "non-accidental properties" of 'images), but, as we will see
below, the difference between recognition under affine and rigid transformation affects
even the performance of recognition of randomly generated paperclips, which have no
special symmetries.
In order to distinguish different 3D objects that are similar under affine transformations but not rigid transformations (e.g., pyramids and skew pyramids), additional
quadratic constraints need to be imposed.
Tomasi and Kanade, 1991, have described a closely related method for constructing
a 3D object model from multiple 2D views of an object by solving first the linear
part of the problem followed by a non-linear optimization to approximately satisfy
the quadratic constraints under a least-square error criterion.
In the experiments,, we used linear view combination of twoand three views. In
each of these cases, we used view combination between n randomly chosen views
(inter-n-random). The case of inter-3-random corresponds to the linear combination of 3 views method described in the literature. Interpolation between 2 views
(inter-2-random) was simply included as an example of an algorithm that has more
limited ability to generalize to novel views.
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We also used 2D bounded error matching algorithms to select similar views in a D
sense before applying the linear combination of views method. The 2D bounded
error matching algorithm also provided correspondences and removed feature correspondences from consideration by the linear combination of views method that were
outside the error bounds used by the 2D bounded error matching algorithm. Results
using this approach are indicated by inter-n-nearest in the graphs.

5,5
5.5.1

Results
3D Alignment

For choosing parameters for the subsequent tests of view-based recognition, the results
from 3D alignment give us some important information.
Figure 56 shows the probability of confusing objects (paperclips) of different complexity (i.e., with a different number of segments) under 3D alignment and in the
presence of location error 40 units) 'in the 'image. We see that even for 3D recognition with a perfect model, in the presence of noise, objects of small complexity
cannot be distinguished reliably by any recognition algorithm; at the given noise
level we need ob'ects of approximatel 20 se ments in order for 3D recognition to
I
J
y
9
even make sense (see Grimson and Huttenlocher, 1989, for a related discussion). This
was therefore the object complexity chosen in the experiments.
Figure 57 shows the peformance of 3D alignment under different amounts of noise for
objects of constant complexity. We see that as the error on location increases (above
40 units), even the 3D model based recognition algorithm cannot recognize objects
reliably anymore.

5.5.2

Number of Training Examples 'in the Absence of Noise

A comparison between the different recognition methods for the problem of recognizing 3D paperclips from 2D images 'is shown in Figures 5-8 and 59.
In the absence of noise, linear combination of 3 views performs perfectly with even
very few training examples. This is easy to explain. The linear combination of view
method overgeneralizes slightly, since it allows for arbitrary affine transformations of
the 3D object, not just rigid transformations. In the absence of noise, this does not
affect the reliability of the recognition algorithm because probability that an object
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matches the image of some other object perfectly is zero. Therefore, with probability one, nonmatching models wll not match a given image perfectly, while matching
models always give a perfect match. This means that the error rate is almost certainly
zero.
When we apply strictly view-based methods to the problem of recognizing 3D objects
from 2D images, we find that if we only have a small nmber of training examples,
view-based methods have non-zero classification error. The reason is that it is quite
possible that a particular view of a non-matching ob'ect model matches an image
better in a D sense than all known views of the matching object model. However, as
we increase the number of views used to represent each object in the model base, the
probability of error decreases. As can be seen in Figure 59, all view-based methods
that

5.5.3

ere tested behave very similarly in the absence of noise.

Number of Training Examples 'in the Presence of Noise

Figure 5-10 shows the performance of the recognition algorithms 'in the presence of
a moderate amount of noise 20 units). In the presence of noise the behavior of the
recognition algorithms differs significantly. Lnear combination of views techniques
that select random views obviously do not benefit from a larger number of training.
Bounded error and 2D alignment techniques, on the other hand, improve steadily as
more training examples become available.
Hybrid algorithms
com-nearest-n) that use 2D bounded error matching to select
2D views to be matched by linear combination of views perform best (in fact, the
probability of error at 300 training examples was so low that it could not be measuredall objects were classified correctly in the Monte Carlo trials-and in Figure 5-10 the
performance is extrapolated).
In a purely linear framework, even in the presence of noise, there would be no obvious
reason why choosing nearby 2D views should improve the performance of the method
of linear combination of views. However, as we stated above, the 2D bounded error
matching algorithm that was used to preselect views also was used to establish correspondences between features. In particular, features that could not be aligned to
within gven 2D error, bounds were rmoved from consideratio by th linear combination of views scheme. This has the eect of outlier removal (Huber, 1981) and is
probably responsible for making linear combination of views with 2D bounded error
matching more robust than simple linear combination of views.
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Robustness to Noise

Figure 5-11 shows how the different recognition algorithms perform when different
amounts of noise are added to the locations of features in the 2D 'image. The number
of training examples (100) was chosen such that the 2D methods had a non-negligible
error in the case that no noise was added. This graph sows very clearly that using
2D recognition algorithms for 3D recognition is more robust to noise than using linear
combination of views.
An interesting observation is that the linear combination of views method without
view preselection performs significantly worse than the 3D alignment method in the
presence of noise (cf. the graphs in Figure 57 and icom-random-3 in Figure 11). Because the training examples were noise-free, the linear combination of views
method had available a perfect linear model of the object, and the loss in classification
accuracy must be attributed to the overgeneralization of the linear model.

5.5.5

Noise during Training

The results in the previous section were derived for the case where there was no error
on the location of features during training. Whether this is realistic depends on the
exact setting in which a recognition system is to be used.
The same experiment was therefore repeated by having noise present both during the
acquisition phase and the recognition phase. The results of these experiments are
shown in Figure 5-12.
-Not surprisingly, the method of linear combination of views performs more poorly in
this case than in the case of error-free training examples.
Interestingly, in contrast, the performance of view-based methods 'improves when
training examples have the same kind of noise added that the later test cases have.
This is encouraging, because it suggests that the view-based methods are flexible
enough that they implicitly model the noise.

5.5.6

Nonattached- Features

Figure 513 shows the performance of the different recognition algorithms on the "jumble of lines" objects. As we saw above, features for these objects are non-attached:
the relationship between feature locations in the image (namely, intersections of line
segments) and the transformation applied to the 3D model is very different from that
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for a 3D rigid body object whose features consist of surface markings. Furthermore,
because intersections between the projections of two nonintersecting 3D line segments
are visible only from some viewing directions, these objects also have a non-trivial
aspect graph structure.
We see that 2D bounded error matching and 2D alignment techniques outperform
the linear combination of views method greatly.
There are two reasons for this. The first is tat the 'Interpolation model is inapplicable to nonattached features (in general). The other reason is that the nonattached
features used in these experiments are visible only from a much smaller portion of the
viewing sphere. Recognition algorithms that require correspondences among features
in multiple views therefore will usually only have a much smaller number of features
available for recognition-the subset of features that is present in the image and in
each of the two or three views used for 'Interpolation.

5.5.7

Correspondence Information

The bounded error and alignment techniques described above do not require correspondence information. We have therefore tested what the effect of ambiguous feature
labels (multiple possible correspondences) between image features and model features
is. The results (shown in Figure 514) indicate that these 2D recognition algorithms
are still applicable even if each image feature could potentially match many model
features. Furthermore, even if we want to use 3D recognition methods, the correspondences established by 2D matching are still very useful as a starting point for
3D verification and matching, since establishing correspondences directly from D
models is computationally expensive.

5.5.8

Partial Matches

As we can see in Figure 515, recognition methods that are able to match objects
partially perform significantly better, even if the 3D recognition problem does not
involve occlusions. These results were obtained by using the minerr-n matching
algorithm for different choices of n.
Even though the images used in these experiments had no occlusions, allowing the
recognition algorithm to exclude about half of the object before assessing geometric
similarity significantly improved recognition rate.
The interpretation of this finding is that many geometric relations among different
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features in projection remain relatively stable (though not exactly constant) for large
parts of the viewing sphere. In different words, in each view, many features will have
approximately the same characteristic geometric relations among themselves that
they have over relatively large regions of the viewing sphere (this is particularly true
for relative angles). Intuitively, allowing for partial matches means that a recognition
method can exclude features that are in uncharacteristic relative positions. This was
observed in Breuel, 1990, and also derived and studied in more detail by Burns et al.,
1990.
As can be seen in Figure 15, for the particular parameters used in these experiments,
the effect of taking advantage of such approximate invariants on the recognition error
was an improvement by factor of 3 in the best case. However, by using different
formulations of bounded error recognition (e.g., the log-polar measure used in active
vision, Swain and Stricker, 1991, and considered in Breuel, 1990), it may be possible
to increase this effect.
Another important effect of allowing partial matches that we did not examine here
is that partial matches also allow generalization across similar aspects of an object
(aspects in which only a few features have become occluded or visible).

5.5.9

Interpolation and Extrapolation

Another useful way of studying view-based recognition is to look at how the quality of
match value changes for a match between two views of a 3D object under differences
in relative slant and tilt. Such an analysis is important because it is easy to visualize and can be related to the results of psychophysical experiments on view-based
recognition (Edelman and Buelthoff, 1990a, Edelman and- Buelthoff, 1990b).
We can visualize how the quality of match changes for different vewing directions by
showing the quality of match for each point on the viewing sphere. Such an ima e
is called the error sphere. Error spheres (flattened out) are shown in Figures 516
and 517.
The images of the error sphere are parameterized as follows. The amount of the relative rotation of the two views is given by the distance from the center of the plot,
and its angle by the angle that -a point in the plot makes 'With th6 'x-,-axis. In each
case, a horizontal cross-section is shown on the right.
Error spheres let us visualize to which set of rotations a given model consisting of a
single view will generalize: low error (high quality of match, dark regions on the error
sphere) indicates that the particular view of the object is likely to match better than
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any view of a non-matching object, while high error indicates the opposite.
We notice immediately that the error sphere for view-based recognition with a bounded error measure shows an anisotropic pattern, whereas the error sphere for bounded
error recognition does not. This is a simple consequence of the fact that the bounded
error recognition algorithm used in the experiments was based on the oc-norm rather
than the 2-norm.
However, more interesting is the fact that the cross sections for the two methods are
very similar. This suggests that discriminating between different methods used by
a view-based recognition algorithm for 2D matching may be difficult. In particular,
while the psychophysical experiments provide strong evidence that the human visual
system is view-based, they do not necessarily allow us to distinguish between many
kinds of 2D matching methods that the human visual system might use.
However, there is an important observation about the view-based methods described
here and the psychophysical findings. This difference relates to how two nearby (on
the viewing sphere) views of a view-based object model interact.
Figure 518 shows a plot of the quality of match for two views (i.e., a view-based
model consisting of two views or two training examples). On the right hand side, two
cross sections (horizontal and vertical) through the center of this plot are shown. If
we examine these plots carefully, we find that the quality of match measure returned
by the view-based recognition method for a novel view is the same for a given distance from one of the known views independent of the way in which the novel view
is related to the two known views. The psychophysical findings, on the other hand,
show that generalization to novel views is significantly dependent on the relationship
of the novel view to the two training views.
The reason why the experiments presented here do not reproduce the psychophysical findings exactly 'is that views are treated as completely independent: the overall
quality of match of an image to an object model is simply the best match to one of
its views.
The interaction between views that is observed psychophysically has been interpreted
in Edelman and Buelthoff, 1990a (see also Poggio and Edelman, 1990), as the result
of interpolation between different views. In an interpolation model, the purpose of
such interactions would be to' allow' ihe visual sy46m t6' a'1lo'W'_more're1ia'ble- generalization to novel views. However, while an interpolation theory (in particular, the
RBF method) is consistent with the psychophysically observed results, it is not the
only possible explanation.
One alternative explanation for the psychophysically observed interaction among ob-
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ject views is that the fact that two views match the given vew could be considered
as 'Cpartially independent evidence" (in a Bayesian framework) for the presence of
the object in the image (see also Breuel, 1990). Such a Bayesian interaction would
fit well with the non-geometric, statistical aspects of recognition that a visual system
has to address (see Chapter 7.
Which of the two hypotheses about the interaction of different views of the same
object, interpolation or Bayesian interaction applies to te human visual system is
an open question.
The question could be resolved experimentally as follows. Subjects are trained on two
different, separated views of an object. Assume that the object consists of two parts.
Some test cases would consist of intermediate views like those tested 'in Edelman and
Buelthoff, 1990a. Other test cases would consist of intermediate views in which the
two parts of the ob'ect have been moved relative to one another such that each part
is closer to one of the two training views.
A view interpolation theory would predict that the deformed test object constitutes
a poor match, since its geometry has been altered relative to the training cases. For
certain choices of parameters and models, a Bayesian theory, on the other hand, would
predict that certain deformed ob'ects are recognized better than intermediate views,
because each partial match provides strong, independent evidence for the presence of
the object. Therefore, a finding that certain kinds deformed ob'ects are recognized
better than some intermediate views would provide evidence against an interpolation
theory of visual object recognition and could be explained 'in terms of certain theories of Bayesian combination of evidence; a negative result would leave the question
undecided.
The RBF theory of visual object recognition has been formulated and described as
an interpolation theory (Poggio and Edelman, 1990). However, above, we saw that
there is an important distinction between a Bayesian and an interpolation theory of
object recognition from training views. It is therefore interesting to note that the
RBF method could also be interpreted as a commonly used Bayesian heuristic: linear
combination of evidence (Berger, 1985). In such a view, each of the "centers" or
"units" of an RBF network provides evidence for the presence of an object in the
image. The evidence from each unit is weighted and combined linearly.
While this interpretation is 'Intuitively appealing, it is important to note that the
training methods for linear combination of evidence and for an RBF network are different (giving rise to different weights). Furthermore, no sound theoretical foundation
for the use of linear combination of evidence methods in Bayesian statistics appears to
be known (but the method has been found to work well on many practical problems).
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5,6

Discussion

This chapter has described the implementation of a general purpose simulation system
for 3D recognition. Using this system, we have conducted a number of experiments
comparing the performance of 3D model based and strictly view-based recognition
system on large model bases and in the presence of error.
Based on these smulations, we make the following observations:
* Strictly view-based recognition systems are easy to implement.
* Strictly view-based recognition systems are robust to deviations from the rigid
body/attached feature model commonly used in computer vision. Not surprisingly, methods that rely on the 3D structure of objects (linear combination of
views) fail under such conditions. 3D model-based recognition schemes (3D
alignment) are simply inapplicable,
# Even "optimal" 3D model-based recognition systems (least-square error recognition) with perfect models cannot distinguish arbitrarily large sets of objects in
the presence of error. This fact is not surprising in principle, but it is interesting
that it can be observed in practice.
0 The need to establish correspondences between multiple example views and
the image is a significant problem for applying the linear combination of views
method.
0 Allowing for partial matches between model views and an image allows features in uncharacteristic positions to be excluded from a match and reduce the
number of views needed to represent an object.
* Combining a strictly view-based approach with a D model-based recognition
approach like linear combination of views may be advantageous for domains
that require high-precision 3D matching and do not require robustness to nonattached features. In such an approach, strictly view-based recognition is used
to establish feature correspondences efficiently, and the 3D model-based step
verifies the precise geometry of the object.
The simulations also have significant implications for the interpretation of psychophysical experiments. Most 'importantly, they show that we do not need to assume any
interactions between views (as postulated by view interpolation schemes) to achieve
significant generalization over patches of the viewing sphere. Furthermore, even very
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simple bounded error matching schemes generate smooth error spheres that are qualitatively very similar to the error spheres for more "neural network-like" models of
matching.
Psychophysically observed effects that we made no attempt to duplicate in these
experiments are those of anisotropic generalization, as well as interactions between
training views. In particular the question of the nature of the interaction between
training views, whether they interact via interpolation or Bayesian combination of
evidence, is an important one and should be addressed psychophysically and theoretically.
In order to carry out these simulations, specific choices of parameters needed to be
made. The most important choices were the number of objects in the database and
the amount of noise on the location of features in the image. These two choices
dictated the complexity of the objects and the choices of parameters for individual
recognition algorithms. The qualitative results of the simulations are not very dependent on these choices of parameters. It is important to realize, however, that the
quantitative results (number of views needed to represent an object, degree of generalization to novel viewpoints) are dependent on such choices of parameters. The
same observation applies to other simulations and even psychophysical experiments
reported in the literature.
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Figure 56: Probability of confusing objects of different complexity under 3D model
based recognition (alignment; noise: 40 units)
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Figure 57: Robustness of 3D model based recognition to noise. The top graph (x)
shows the error rate for 3D alignment; the bottom graph (*) shows the error rate for
optimal least-square matching.
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Figure 5-8: Number of training examples vs. error, in the absence of noise.
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Figure 59: Number of training examples vs. error, in the absence of noise; a comparison of bounded error and alignment techniques.
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Figure 5-10: Number of training examples vs. error, in the presence of noise (noise:
20 uits).
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Figure 5-11: Robustness to noise (100 training examples).
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Figure 512: Robustness to noise, imperfect models (100 training examples).
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Fraction of Model Matched

Figure 5-1: Allowing partial matches improves performance significantly. (no noise,
.100 training examples)
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Figure 516: Extrapolation for a single view under 2D alignment with a Gaussian
error measure (cr - 20).

Figure 517: Extrapolation for a single view under bounded error recognition (6

10).
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Figure 18: Extrapolation and interpolation for two views under 2D alignment with
a Gaussian error measure (a = 0, views separated by 23 deg)
-
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Introduction

In previous chapters, we have studied view-based recognition from a theoretical perspective and described the results of simulations.
This chapter gives some examples of recognition by a view-based recognition system on scenes of actual 3D objects. The domain is recognition of toy airplanes (a
model Korean airliner and a model Mig-21) in scenes consisting of toy airplanes, cars,
wooden blocks and plastic animals from grey-level images.

6,2

A4ethods

Preprocessing consisted of edge extraction with a Canny-Deriche edge detector. A
single set of parameters for the edge detector was used for all models and images.
Edges from the edge detector were approximated by polygonal chains with segments
of fixed length (10 pixels). The location and orientation of each segment was used as
features for the recognition algorithm (for further details on the feature extraction,
see Appendix A).
View-based recognition, as described in Chapter 5, uses a 2D matching algorithm that
is invariant under translation rotation and scale. However for these experiments
we took an even simpler approach. Because the edge detector and the features used
113
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are not invariant under scale for each model view features were generated at three
scales of the objects 0.7, 1.0, 1-4) by subsampling the original grey-level image and
carrying out the feature extraction process. Because we have a very efficient (fixed
point) implementation of RAST for the case of 2D translation, invariant matching
under rotation was achieved by representing each model at 41 different orientations
(i.e., differing by 9 each).
The quality of match between a D image and a D model was taken to be the fraction
of the model features accounted for in the image, maximized over all translations, the
3 scales and 41 rotations, and the 32 views. An error of 10 pixels was allowed in the
alignment between model and image features.
All the parameters for feature extraction and recognition were "first guesses": there
was no attempt to vary parameters to optimize recognition performance.

6,3

linages and 1\4odels

Altogether, the view-based model of the Korean airliner consisted of 32 different
views (a similar experiment with similar results used 21 different views of the Mig21). These views are shown in Figures 624 and 625. The model views were not
processed or "cleaned up" by hand in any way.
The view-based models were matched against 22 scenes consisting of several objects.
Some scenes contained occlusions. Other scenes did not contain any matching object.

6A

Results

In 21 out of 22 images, the Korean airliner was identified correctly as the first choice
by the recognition algorithm, even in the presence of occlusions. For the image in
Figure 622, which is the most heavily occluded case, the second highest match corresponds to the correct answer.
Because of the coarse quantization of scale (only three scales were used for the matching), the match is less than perfect in some images even though a better match should
be possible (e.g., Figures 67 and 613).
In some cases, correspondences between some model parts and some image parts are
incorrect but the match is still 'in approximately the correct position (e.g., Figure 613). This may be due again to the coarse quantization of scale and rotation, or it
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may point out a shortcoming of the simplistic 2D quality-of-match measure used; we
will investigate alternative quality-of-match measures in Chapter 7.
Except for those cases in which the Korean airliner was heavily occluded, matches
against images containing the Korean airliner scored higher than images not containing the Korean airliner. Furthermore, in all cases, when the est match of the model
of the Korean arliner was to a Mig-21 (Figure 618 and 620) a match of the Mig-21
model to the same image scored significantly higher than the Korean airliner model
(data not shown). This suggests a rudimentary ability to generalize to other shapes:
a Mig-21 is a kind of airplane, but it matches a model of a Mig-21 better than a
model of a Korean airliner.
In fact, in a separate set of experiments, the view-based recognition system was tested
on the same set of images using view-based models of both the Mig-21 and the Korean airliner, and we found that it always correctly distinguished between the Korean
airliner and the Mig-21.
By examining the images closely, we find that the view-based recognition system also
matched the shadow of the airplane (e.g., Figure 63). For an object like the Korean
airliner, the shadow is actually a useful feature for aiding in recognition from many
viewpoints. Likewise, in some images, highlights along the fuselage contributed to
the correct match. It is interesting to see that the view-based recognition algorithm
can easily and automatically take advantage of such regularities that would otherwise
be very difficult to discover and model analytically.

6,5

0

0

Discussion

These results demonstrate that even very simple and coarse view-based matching
strategies can give good results for 3D object recognition from 2D images.
What appears to make the system robust i's the fact that it does not rely on the
extraction of a small number accurate point or line features. Instead, it is based on
a large number of very simple features: approximations to edges by polygonal chains
with fixed segment length. These features can be extracted reliably and stably (within
the uncertainty of the segment length). Using such features with previous matching
algorithms would have been prohibitively expensive. But the AST algorithm has no
difficulty with matching images consisting of thousands of unlabeled features against
models consisting of hundreds of unlabeled features.
However, the evaluation of the quality-of-match between models and views clearly
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leaves many things to be desired. Some of the important open questions that these
experiments raise are:
e We need to find methods for comparing the quality of match of models at different scales: the fraction of the matching boundary of a, small model is more
likely to be large by chance than that of a large model (this 'is the cause of the
incorrect match in Figure 622).
0 We need to find methods for comparing the quality of match of different models:
some models may be much more likely to match well by chance than others.
0 Different parts of a model may have different importance for evaluating the
quality of match. We should be able to acquire these weights automatically
(that is, we should estimate the a's and 's from Section 74 automatically;
some work on this problem has been done in the context of industrial parts
recognition, Wilson, 1990).
* Some objects need to be decomposed into parts in order to evaluate the quality
of match measure meaningfully. For example, an airplane without wings is not
a good airplane, no matter how well the fuselage matches. On the other hand,
wings without a fuselage do not make a good airplane either. The interaction
is non-linear.
In Chapter 7 we examine some of these issues in more detail.
It 'is important to realize that the question of what we mean by a "good 2D match" is
fundamental both to view-based recognition methods and to 3D model based recognition methods.
For example, recognition by parts based on 3D models has been studied extensively
in the literature (see Brooks, 1983, Biederman, 1985, Connell, 1985, Ettinger, 1987,
Grimson, 1989c). However, acquiring a library of such 3D parts automatically is apparently a difficult task, and most researchers have been satisfied with picking a small
set of 3D primitives (generalized cylinders, geons, etc.) on which to base parts-based
recognition schemes. In a view-based approach, however, parts can be 2-dimensional;
a learning algorithm that attempts to identify and use object parts is not constrained
to represent parts as consistent 3D objects. This simplifies the learning problem
significantly.
Altogether, the results from these experiments support the idea that view-based recognition is a practical approach to 3D recognition. But they also point out that further
research is needed to improve the quality of match measure between 2D views of
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objects. Such improvements are needed regardless of whether we take a view-based
approach to 3D object recognition or an approach based on 3D object shape; however, they are particularly easy to implement and test in the context of view-based
recognition.
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Figure 61: model: 15, image: 20, scale: 1.0, N: 231, fraction: 0825

Figure 62: model: 01, image: 17, scale: 1.0, N: 177, fraction: 0815668
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Figure 63: model: 32, image: 13, scale: 07, N: 160, fraction: 080402

Figure 64: model: 02, image: 14, scale: 1.0, N: 180, fraction: 0803571
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Figure 65: model: 06, image: 19, scale: 1.0, N: 173, fraction: 0797235

Figure 66: model: 19, image: 18, scale: 1.0, N: 186, fraction: 0788136

6.5. DISCUSSION

Figure 67: model: 19, image: 16, scale: 07, N: 105, fraction: 0783582

Figure 68: model: 26, image: 01, scale: 07, N: 150, fraction: 0777202
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Figure 69: model: 26, image: 12, scale: 07, N: 150, fraction: 0777202

Figure 610: model: 02 image: 05, scale: 1.0, N: 173, fraction: 0772321

6.5. DISCUSSION

Figure 611: model: 26, image: 08, scale: 07, N: 146, fraction: 0756477

Figure 612: model: 04, image: 06, scale: 1.0, N: 215, fraction: 0751748
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Figure 613: model: 04, image: 21, scale: 07, N: 131, fraction: 0744318

Figure 614: model: 23, image: 03, scale: 07, N: 182, fraction: 07251

6.5. DISCUSSION

Figure 615: model: 30 image: 04, scale: 07, N: 165, fraction: 0708155

Figure 616: model: 26, image: 02, scale: 07, N: 132, fraction: 0683938
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Figure 617: model: 06, image: 07, scale: 1.0, N: 148, fraction: 0682028

Figure 618: model: 04 image: 11, scale: 07, N: 115, fraction: 0653409

6.5. DISCUSSION

Figure 619: model: 14 image: 22, scale: 1.0, N: 170, fraction: 062963

Figure 620: model: 08, image: 10, scale: 07, N: 92, fraction: 061745
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Figure 621: model: 04, image: 15, scale: 07, N: 88, fraction: 0.5

Figure 622: model: 04, image: 09, scale: 07, N: 87, fraction: 0494318

6.5. DISCUSSION

Figure 623: model: 06 image: 09, scale: 1.0, N: 107, fraction: 0493088
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Figure 624: Views used for the recognition experiment.
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Figure 625: More views used for the recognition experiment.
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Introduction

In previous chapters we have analyzed the problem of 2D and 3D object recognition
under a bounded error model. This means that the quality of match between a model
and an image was given by the number of features or the fraction of the boundary of
the image that could be accounted for in the 'image (cf. Section 25).
This approach works well for objects like metal widgets or scissors whose geometry
can be modeled well (Figure 71). For the recognition of less well-defined objects in a
cluttered scene, however, it fails (Figure 72). We have encountered this phenomenon
already in Section 5.5.1: even if we model the geometry of an object perfectly, in the
presence of significant error, the number of objects that can be distinguished reliably
by geometry alone is limited.
Our goal in this chapter is to describe an approach towards finding quality of match
measures that let us recognize objects in images more reliably.
In order to be able to distinguish ob'ects more reliably even in the presence of significant error on the location of features, we have several means at our disposal:
* Use a better model of the transformationsthat a object can undergo. It is
plausible that in many cases different instances of an object are related by a
small class of deformations rather than just rigid body transformations.
0 Take advantage of topological information; e.g., objects can be divided into
broad classes based on the topology by which their parts are interconnected.
133
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Figure 71: Bounded error recognition works well on rigid objects with well-defined
geometrical shape, even in the presence of occlusion and clutter.

* Use more complex features. For example, many polyhedral objects can be distinguished simply by the types of vertices that they contain (this is similar to
a hierarchical approach to matching).
* Use non-geometric information like color or texture.
* Use world knowledge about the structure of scenes.
In this chapter, we will analyze and demonstrate the use of world knowledge and its
expression in the statistical properties of matches for improving the reliability with
which a recognition system identifies the correct model that corresponds to an object
in the image.
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Statistical Principles
hy does bounded error recognition fail?

Recognition algorithms usually take as a measure of the quality of match between
an image and a model the number of features that can be matched between the image and the model subject to given error bounds (other geometric error models are
similar).
Empirically, bounded error recognition is not very discriminating for real objects:
when error bounds become large enough to account for common errors on location,
a model will match well in inappropriate places (see Fgure 72 for an example). We
find that such inappropriate matches occur when one object model matches small
parts of a large number of other objects in the image. This is particularly common
in very cluttered 'images or images that contain textured regions.
An example of this is shown in Figure 72: a bounded error recognition algorithm
applied to the model of Snoopy's head located the model in the brushes rather than
at its correct location. The reason is that the brushes contain a large number of features. Under large error bounds, many of these features might match features from
Snoopy's head well. Making the error bounds small, on the other hand, means that
only very few model features can be brought into correspondence with the instance of
the object in the image, because the object "Snoopy" is geometrically not very well
defined.
An incorrect match of Snoopy as shown in Figure 72, is characterized by a large number of small, disconnected, matching boundary segments (Figure 73). Intuitively, in
order to justify such a match, a recognition algorithm would have to postulate a very
complicated occluding object that would make a large number of small, disconnected
pieces of the matching object visible. Furthermore, the different image parts that
constitute such inappropriate matches do not usually have the non-accidental properties (Lowe, 1986) that we would expect between different parts of a single occluded
obj ect.
We will examine the statistical consequences of this idea in the next sections. Furthermore, we will see that such inappropriate matches an often be identified and
excluded wthout a detailed interpretation of the complete 'image by considering the
higher-order statistics of the matching features.
Conversely, we may be willing to accept a certain match of a model to an image if we
can find a coherent and consistent interpretation of the match in terms of a model
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Figure 72: Bounded error recognition failing.

and an occluding object.

7.2.2

Minimum Description Length

One way to derive better statistical models of scenes is to use a "Minimum Description Length" (MDL) approach (Rissanen, 1978). In general, an MDL principle states
that the optimal solution to a recognition problem can be found by describing or explaining the input data as concisely as possible in terms of a given (formal) language.
The choice of language encodes the prior knowledge about the domain.
When applied to the problem of 'Interpreting scenes, this means that we try to describe an unknown image as concisely as possible 'in terms of known objects and
transformations on them.
MDL approaches are closely related to statistical methods, and, in particular, Bayesian methods. An MDL principle corresponds to a choice of prior probability distribution. The advantage of-using-an MD L pinciple i5,that tbe -MD L priti6ple is'a much
more convenient means for reasoning about higher-order statistical constraints than
marginal probability distributions.
However I do not want to advocate using the MDL principle directly for building
recognition systems. This is because an actual implementation of an MDL approach
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Figure 73: The matching image segments in a semantically incorrect but geometrically optimal bounded error match.

to recognition would present significant practical problems. First, finding an optimal
or near-optimal description of an 'image in terms of some language can be a computationally hard problem. Furthermore, a complete interpretation of the 'image may
be impossible because it might contain unknown objects. Finally, some occluding
objects (e.g., trees) may not be describable concisely in terms of a deterministic language (however, extending the MDL principle to include, non-deterministic grammars
might be possible).
Another reason for not directly 'Implementing a recognition system based on the
MDL principle is that an actual recognition system is likely to use adaptive (learning) methods. But estimating probability distributions automatically is generally
more convenient than grammatical inference.
Therefore, in what follows, we will be using the MDL principle primarily as a guide to
understanding what kinds of statistical constraints might help improve the reliability
of a recognition system. But actual implementations of recognition systems will be
directly in terms of those simple statistical constraints.
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7.2.3

Description Language

Let us examine informally what kind of description language we might want to choose
for applying MDL principles to the problem of visual object recognition.
Different Description Languages for Ob'ects and Occlusions
Our first simplification is therefore the following. Instead of describing the scene
completely in terms of known objects and transformations on them, we attempt to
describe only the part of the image that actually corresponds to a hypothesized match.
We then use the object model itself to try to explain as much as possible of the part
of the image under consideration, and use a simpler, more general set of primitives to
try to describe the occlusions that have given rise to the actual image of the object.
The Description of Occlusions
For the purpose of the argument and examples below, we wil consider a world in
which occluding objects are mostly convex and opaque; by "mostly convex" I mean
that they are convex or composed of a few convex objects-many real world objects
satisfy these properties. A concrete description of occlusions might then be in terms
of unions convex polygons.
Many other kinds of occlusions could also be expressed concisely in a MDL framework;
for example, regular structures like streaks of rain or lines of a grid or network, can
be described concisely in terms of simple primitive and repeated elements. For more
irregular occluding structures like trees, even though the description of the detailed
structure of the occluding object itself may be more costly, what is 'important is that
the occluding structure can be adequately explained.
Transformations and Deformations
Above, we have pointed out an 'important relationship between groupiTig/segmentation constraints (expressed in terms of an MDL principle) on the one hand, and
evaluation fnctions based on higher-order statistical properties, on the other hand.
An analogous relationship seems to exist between non-accidental properties (Lowe,
1986) and non-rigid transformations (deformations). In an MDL framework, we can
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handle non-rigid transformations by assigning short descriptions to common deformations (e.g., using an approach like the one described in Horowitz and Pentland,
1991).
However, intuitively, common deformations of objects tend to preserve non-accidental
properties like "curvilinear collinearity", and a simple and practical approach towards
matching under non-rigid transformations may be to test for the existence of such nonaccidental properties among the features constituting amatch and penalize matches
in which non-accidental properties are not preserved. In what follows, we will not
examine this particular aspect of the application of MDL principles to recognition.

7.2.4

Statistical Implications

Let us examine what some statistical implications of the MDL principle are for our example world in which occluding objects are mostly convex and opaque. For a correct
match of a model to an image, the following properties should hold:

1. If some model feature matches, a nearby model feature is likely to match as
well.
2. Edges (curved or straight) are unlikely to be broken into a larg e number of small
edges by an occlusion. Hence, the number of edges in a hypothesized match
should not be significantly larger than the number of edges in the model.
3. Within the convex closure of matching model features, spurious image features
are unlikely (because occluding objects are usually opaque).

It is important to realize that these statistical principles that we have formulated as
a derivative from our MDL considerations above do not involve global interpretations
of the scene anymore, but simply apply to individual hypothesized matches.
In what follows, we will give several examples of how these principles can be applied
in detail and how they can help improve the reliability of a recognition algorithm on
some sample images. The images in the examples are cartoon line drawings (of the
Peanuts). The cartoons have been converted infoline raNvings, using morphological
operations and thinning. The features that were used consisted of uniformly spaced
samples from the boundaries with their associated orientations; that is, each cartoon
image or model consists of a collection of points and associated orientations (usually
of the order of 000-2000).

I---------
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7,3

Siniplified 1\4odel

To illustrate the statistical principles suggested in this chapter, let us consider a
simplified statistical model of recognition.
A recognition algorithm matches models against images. Usually, a model and an image is a collection of geometrical features associated with their geometric and visual
properties (location, orientation, size, configuration, color, texture, etc.).
In our simplified view, models and images wll simply consist of binary feature vectors. Each element of the feature vector indicates the presence or absence of an image
feature at a particular location in the image.
This is actually not an unrealistic statistical model. For any particular pose (hypothesized transformation between model and 'image), the 'image ad model can -pretty
much be described as binary feature vectors. The difference between our simplified
view and the general problem of deciding whether a model is present in an image,
nearby poses have statistically correlated feature vectors.
To express this model mathematically, let the features be given by boolean (random)
1
variables
0. Also, let there be n different kinds of objects, wi, . . w,,.
If we choose a Bayesian criterion for recognition, classification is carried out according
to:
w

arg max

PIO)

(7.1)

W=WJ 1-1Wn

This basic framework provides a nice interpretation of the standa-rd',quality-of-match
measures used in computer vision. Commonly used quality-of-match measures in
computer vision are based on the number of model features that have a match in
the image, or, similarly, the fraction of the boundaries or edges of a model that are
accounted for in an image. We can easily see that this corresponds to assuming that
the Oj are mutually independent; assuming independence, we can write:

_P(Wilo),

P(Wdoi

...

Om,)

P

ri

i
If we take logarithms on both sides, we get:

----

P

103.

(7.2)
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log P WI
If we let P(w-10-)
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ElogP(W-10j)

(7.3)

const, as is often the case in object reco nition systems, this

Z 3
9
means that the quality of match measure is proportional to the number of matching
features:
quality of match

matching features

(7.4)

In the more general case, if we weigh image features differently, the weights we should
choose are simply given by the logarithms of the conditional probabilities P(Wiloj).
These are marginal distributions of the true class conditional distribution Po(wilo).
The class conditional distribution in Equation 73 is then the maximum etropy distribution'consistent with these marginals.
To improve the performance or recognition systems, we need to extract more information from the matches between the model and the image. Formally,
this means that
0
we need to decrease the entropy of the distribution PWilo). Since the distribution
in Equation 73 is the maximum entropy distribution consistent with the Ist order
marginals, we can only reduce its entropy further by imposing higher-order marginal
constraints.

7.4

2nd-Order Statistics

As we saw above in a Bayesian framework the usual quality-of-match measure corresponds to an independence assumption: the probabilities that each of two features
is missing from an image are independent.
As we argued above, this view is likely to be a poor approximation for many classes of
real images. In particular, under the assumption of mostly convex, opaque occluding
objects, if some model feature is present in the image, it is more likely that a nearby
model feature is also present in the image, because the object that occluded the first
model feature will, probably -also occlude a nearby feature. This dependence can be
captured using second order statistics.
The effect of this approach is that "locally coherent" matches are preferred over
matches where model features are present and absent haphazardly over the whole
model.
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Figure 74: Improving recognition using second-order statistics.

We find that this approach will often lead to correct recognition where first order
statistics fails. An example is shown in Figure 74. In this case, the parameters
describing the second order statistics were simply guessed.
A plausible representation of statistics with specific first and second order moments
is the log-linear representation. This is a good representation to choose because the
maximum entropy distribution for given first ad second order moments can be represented this way (see Goldman, 1987, for a discussion of these representations).
In the log-linear representation, we express the conditional probabilities as follows:

log P Pi0)

j

i 03- + E Ojk (03

Ok)+

const

(7-5)

jk

Recall that the
take on values in 0 I. Each a fnction can therefore be characterized by two numbers, and each function by four numbers.
In the experiments, a log-linear representation with estimated parameters was used.
The a's were setAo a constant -and the 's were chosen as

Oilk =

const
0

if distance(O',
3
otherwise

Ok

<

(7-6)

7.5. GROUPINGISEGMENTATION INFORMATION
In this equation, distance(Oi,
O. and0k on the model.

Ok)

refers to the distance of the locations of the features

For the experiments, a.3 was chosen to be
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1

and

was set at 20 pixels.

Grouping Segnaentation Inforrnation

The method described in the previous section did not use any segmentation information. However lower level vsion modules often give us some segmentation information
(albeit, usually incomplete and unreliable). For example, an edge detector will usually
output long traces of curves in the image, and it is very likely that such traces come
from a single object (or, rarely, from the merging of edges of two different objects).
Consider an unoccluded view of the object to be recognized. In an image of this view,
the edge detector will find a number G of edge traces in the 'image. If the object is
now partially occluded by another simple object, some edge traces will be occluded
and others will be partially occluded. Usually, only a few curves will be split in two.
"Good" matches of the object will therefore tend to involve no more curves in the
image than are present in the model.
In order to use this idea, we use as a quality-of-match measure the number of model
features that can be brought into correspondence with image features, subject to the
constraint that the image features can be taken from at most G distinct curves.
An actual implementation is straightforward. We can use our usual algorithms to
compute matches between the model and the image. Each match is then represented
by a list of model features and what groups in the 'image contain image features that
can match the model feature. Using a greedy algorithm, we can then select a subset
of groups of size G that contain as many model points as possible.
An example of this approach is shown in Figure 75.

7,6

Occlusions
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As we observed above, for opaque objects, tere is another important constraint: portions of the object that are hypothesized to be unoccluded should not contain image
features that are not explained by the model. Furthermore, for the kinds of occlusions
that we are assuming, such regions will tend to have relatively simply boundaries (for
more details on the shape of unoccluded regions by random collections of convex
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Figure 75: The use of grouping information to improve recognition.

objects, see Hall, 1988).
An example of using this constraint is shown in Figure 7-6.

7.7

Related VVork

The methods we propose in this paper are related to grouping methods. The kind of
constraints 'Used for grouping are based on the higher-order statistics of features.
For example, Lowe, 1986, considers the probabilities that features are parallel or
collinear in scenes of random line segments. Line segments in real images that
show parallelism or collinearity that is unlikely to occur at random (i.e., that is
non-accidental) are then argued to be like to have originated from the same object.
Jacobs, 1988, uses similar constraints on small groups of line segments to argue that
they bound a common region.
Traditionally, indexing al oritYfias (i.e.,'algorithm'-

-for speedin'g' up--"'re"-cognitionfrom
large model bases) have required as input collections of features that come from the
same object. Therefore, the main motivation for the development of grouping algorithms has been to provide such collections of features for input to an indexing
algorithm. In different words, grouping has been used in a bottom up fashion and
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Figure 76: The use of exclusions to improve recognition.

primarily for reasons of efficiency.
But grouping also has a profound effect on recognition accuracy. If we exclude implausible groupings from ever being considered by the matcher, this will implicitly
prevent the matcher from assigning a good quality-of-match measure to an implausible grouping. Jacobs, 1988, makes this point as well.
In fact, the significance of this observation goes much deeper: it shows us that we can
use the information used by a grouping module to improve all aspects of recognition,
not just to select small parts of an image for indexing. This chapter' discusses how
we go about doing this.
A number of other recognition systems have also been formulated in a Bayesian framework. However, the emphasis in most cases has been on error models for the location
of individual features (Wells, 1992) or the likelihood that individual object parts or
objects are present in particular views (Burns and Kitchen, 1988, Dickinson et al.,
1990, Mann and Binford, 1992).
Despite its obviou' -utility f6r'reasoning about visual object retog-itio'n', the Minimum Description Length principle (Rissanen, 1978) has so far only been applied on
low- and intermediate-level vision, primarily segmentation (Pentland, 1989, Pentland,
1990, Darrell t al., 1990, Dengler, 1991, Keeler, 1991).
There has also been some work in trying to develop better measures of similarity
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among 2D shape. Such work has mostly concentrated on identifying "salient" features
(e.g., Shashua and Ullman, 1988, Subirana and Richards, 1991). However, saliency
is primarily a first-order constraint: different parts of an image or model simply are
more or less important individually for the overall quality of match. Huttenlocher et
al., 1991a, has approached the question of meaningful 2D similarity measures from a
geometrical point of view.
There is also a large body of relevant literature in pattern recognition and neural networks. In particular, a significant amount of research has been directed at devising
methods that can learn or build "higher-order feature detectors" automatically; examples of this approach to vision are the TRAFFIC system (Zemel et al., 1988), the
Pandemonium model (Selfridge, 1959). While, ultimately, adaptive systems like neural networks are almost certainly needed, most neural network models are designed as
"black boxes", without an understanding of the combinatorial and statistical structure and constraints of the vision problem. Therefore, the approach begun in this
chapter is complementary to such learning approaches. We can hope that by understanding the" higher-order structure of the visual recognition problem better in
well-defined cases like the "mostly convex, opaque" world used above, we are guided
towards better, more efficient, and more practical learning algorithms, rather than
having to rely on luck and random search.

7,8

Discussion

In this chapter, we have formulated the problem of evaluating the quality of match
in a statistical framework. We have seen some examples of how such statistical constraints can help improve the reliability of recognition algorith 'Ms.
Ad-hoc methods such as grouping, recognition by parts, and extraction of complex
features like arcs have in the past been viewed primarily as means for reducing the
amount of data that needed to be handled by a recognition algorithm, and they
have been used primarily in a bottom-up manner. The statistical view of quality of
match measures presented here promises to be very important for understanding and
explaining the effects of such methods on the reliability of recognition algorithms.
particularly important idea "is that r relia'ble re"cognd-nta ness and
grouping information should probably be used in a top-down way; empirically, using
such information bottom-up is a dangerous early commitment,
In addition, for the limited domain of opaque, mostly convex objects, we have seen
three potentially useful enhancements to standard quality-of-match measures.
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Figure 77: An example of an image where additional primitives are needed to describe the occlusion in the image.

The work presented in this chapter is, of course, preliminary. The motivation for
presenting it here was to show where I believe the main emphasis of research in vsual
object recognition should be put. Even for the limited view of the problem of visual
object recognition as the problem of determining geometric similarity, the current
bounded error similarity measures are insufficient.
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Reliability

Recognition systems will sometimes make mistakes and falsely indicate the presence
of an object (false positive errors) or fail to find an object that is actually present in
an image (false negative errors). The probability of false negative or positive errors
determines the reliability of a recognition algorithm.
There are two fundamentally different causes for unreliability: either, the recognition
algorithm solves the recognition problem exactly but is based on an incorrect world
model modeling rrors), or the algorithm itself returns incorrect solutions occasionally (internal errors).
As a concrete example, consider a bounded error recognition algorithm. As we saw in
Chapter 7 a bounded error recognition algorithm will often fail to find even simple
instances of Snoopy 'in an image. However the algorithm itself does find geometrically
correct solutions to the recognition problem. Hence, the fact that the bounded error
recognition algorithm is unreliable is due to poor modeling, rather than any kind of
mistake made by the algorithm.
On the other hand, approximations and heuristics like te view-based approximation,
quantization of tansformation sace, or early search termination (Grimson, 1990),
cause a recognition algorithm to make internal errors occasionally.
In order to build reliable and economical recognition systems, we need to make careful
tradeoffs between these two factors.
Probably one of the main approaches towards trying to improve the reliability of
149
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recognition algorithms has been to try to develop better geometric models. But I do
not believe that better geometric models lead to more reliable recognition under most
circumstances.
Empirically, passive sensing in natural environments seems to give only very approximate geometric measurements (for example, under changes of lighting, standard edge
detectors like the Canny edge detector, can produce edges that move by several pixels in a 12x512 image). Furthermore, as soon as'we attempt to recognize classes of
objects (rather than specific istances), there is usually considerable variation in the
shape of individual objects. Such effects imply an upper bound on the reliability of a
recognition algorithm due to geometry (see Section and Grimson and Huttenlocher,
1989), and there is little to be gained by reducing internal errors due to approximate
geometric modeling beyond the bound due to fundamental limitations on the input
to the recognition algorithm and due to limited prior knowledge about objects.
Note, incidentally, that for such practical reasons, the problem of the analysis of rigid
motion and the problem of 3D rigid object recognition a-re very different, despite their
superficial mathematical similarity.
Attempts to model the geometry of objects better probably has had an overall negative effect on the reliability of object recognition systems, for the following reason.
In order to achieve better geometric modeling, ecognition systems have had to rely
on complicated 3D models and algorithms. In order to compensate for the high
computational complexity of 3D matching algorithms, such systems have had to perform extensive bottom-up processing on the image. Concrete examples of such preprocessing are the extraction of features and the use of grouping. But such bottom-up
processing implies an early commitment to particularly compact representations and
features. Any error (usually, omission of an important feature or group) introduced
early during processing can have serious consequences at later processing stages.
In this thesis, we have seen that a view-based approximation to the problem of D
object recognition is no different from many other approximations that are made
routinely and that do not seem to affect the reliability of recognition algorithms.
Therefore, I believe that the 3D geometry of most kinds of visual object recognition
is modeled sufficiently well by a view-based approach.
As we have, seen,-in Chapter 6 using such simple, approximate approaches to 3D object recognition lets us use simpler, more robust features as the basis for recognition,
and it lets us more easily use other, non-geometric means for improving reliability
(2D similarity, learning, parts decomposition, nonrigidity).

8.2. EFFICIENCY
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ciency

As we noted in Section 42, one of the major concerns in the application of multiview representations has been about the efficiency of such representations. The most
common feeling was that multi-view representations require too much memory and
too much time for matching. 3D models or interpolation methods are widely thought
to be the best way to reduce the storage required for 'representing objects for ob .ect
recognition.
However, it is important to realize that 3D models are only one way of compressing
the information required for representing the different views of an object to sufficient
accuracy. Furthermore, as we have argued above, 3D models a-re actually not particularly convenient representations for matching, since most of the 2D information
required for matching is not made explicit in a D model.
If we take a strictly view-based approach to recognition, the efficiency problem then
becomes one of representing a large collection of 2D 'images compactly and in a form
suitable for matching. What makes this task simpler is the fact that the only use
of object views in a strictly view-based approach to recognition is for matching; no
explicit geometric information at all is required from any view. This means that
we can compress the information in each view greatly and use a signature-based approach to recognition (e.g., Schwartz and Sharir, 1985). Furthermore, using suitable
representations of signatures, we can achieve (average-case) sublinear access to large
collections of signatures for 2D views (see Lamdan and Wolfson, 1988, Burns and
Kitchen, 1988, Breuel, 1990, for different approaches to the problem of rapid access
to large collections of views).

View-based recognition schemes are also ideally uited to implem

Ss' , ly

parallel hardware, or even associative memory. In such an implementation, each processor can represent an individual ob'ect view and is responsible for identifying an
object from a particular viewpoint. We can eliminate all computation (other than
nearest-neighbor lookup) from each processor by carrying out transformations of the
image and broadcasting transformed feature locations to each of the processors.
Therefore, the use of 3D models is only one of a number of possible approaches to
trying to achieve compact representations of the collection of 2D_view$,,Qf, a 3D object. Which method we choose should depend primarily o tradeofFs between memory
requirements, efficiency, and robustness.
It is interesting to note that the representation by separate views of the Korean airliner
and the Mig-21 used for the experiments reported in ChatDer 6 required 89 kbytes
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and 58 kbytes, respectively. The representation of the outer hull of an X29 fighter
jet by a CAD model required 74 kb37tes. Therefore, it is not obvious that view-based
recognition schemes necessarily require significantly more space than CAD models.

8,3

Pose Deterinination

View-based recognition can be used for pose determination. For example, using 32
views in a strictly view-based system, rotations out of the viewing plane can only be
determined to within 20' (the 2D components of the viewing transformation can usually be determined with higher precision). Using 1000 views, the accuracy becomes
3.5
However, in certain industrial settings, when very high-quality visual input is available, and when we have reliable, accurate feature extraction methods available, we
may want to determine pose more accurately.
In such a case, a hybrid approach is likely to be the best strategy: we can use a
view-based recognition system to locate an object in the 'image and establish correspondences, and then use a conventional or interpolating pose estimation algorithm
to optimize the pose estimate (such hybrid methods have been proposed in the literature; see Wallace and Wintz, 1980, and Poggio and Edelman, 990, for example).
Using the correspondences established by the strictly view-based preprocessing stage,
an approximate local 3D model could even be built using the methods of Ullman and
Basri 1989 and Tomasi and Kanade 1991 and used as input for the pose estimation
(Wallace and Wintz, 1980, is essentially such a hybrid system, combining view-based
recognition with interpolation, but for isolated objects and based on Fourier descriptors)

8.4

Features and Grouping

In actual recognition systems, in order to reduce the amount of information that
needs to be processed by a subsequent recognition stage, edges in an image are commonly grouped 'in a bottom up way and then used to define more complex primitives
like straight lines, circular arcs regions and vertices. As we have already observed
above such an approach 'Implies an early commitment and tends to make recognition
algorithms less robust.
In contrast the experiments reported in this thesis were based on very simple sam-
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pled representations of the edges in an image. Such representations are not affected
significantly by occasional failures of an edge detector.
However apart from its (dubious) utility as a means of speeding up recognition algorithms, the identification of complex features and the use of grouping do have a
very profound effect on the reliability of recognition algorithms, because they capture
some very important statistical properties of the matching problem.
The approach to feature extraction and grouping suggested by the work in this thesis
is then a top-down approach: grouping information is used directly in the comparison
of individual models with an image. In such an approach to grouping, the grouping
phenomena that are observed psychophysically would then not represent the result of
a dedicated bottom-up processing stage, but the aggregate behavior of the matching
of a large number of models.

8,5

Recognition by "Neural Networks"

The approaches to visual object recognition presented in this thesis are particularly
well suited to implementation in terms of neural network hardware. In fact, most
of the more formal analysis in this thesis was motivated by a simple neural network
recognition system (Breuel, 1987, Breuel, 1989, Breuel, 1990) for 3D objects; we will
return to a brief discussion of that system later.
Much of the extensive literature on "neural network models" of biological iformation
processing tasks makes rather detailed assumptions about the computational abilities and deficiencies of real neurons and their interconnections. While I believe that
such detailed assumptions are unwarranted, there are some general principles that
are commonly accepted' and that express themselves in constraints on the kinds of
circuits that can plausibly implemented in neural hardware. In particular, circuits
implemented in neural hardware likely
* cannot have a great depth
0 must settle within constant time
*

must be robust to unit failure

* can only pass low-precision analog magnitude information (and possibly some
phase information)
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Furthermore, biological plausibility limits the knds of neural circuits that can be
constructed by a biological system. In particular, it is unlikely that large networks
of neurons can rely on precise point-to-point wiring or on complete interconnections
between individual units. Instead, local connectivity is likely to be randomized, while
the more global structure of the network is probably determined by constraints on
the interconnection of differently labeled cells and by the geometry (relative distance,
ontogenical relation) of the modules that contain them.
Such hypotheses about the capabilities and limitations of biological neural networks
make 3D model based approaches to recognition unappealing. This is because all
known approaches to the 3D model based recognition problem require comparatively
precise and non-robust computations.
In contrast, the methods for 3D object recognition presented in this thesis can quite
easily be implemented in terms of hardware with properties like those listed above.
This may not be immediately apparent and therefore deserves some discussion.
A major obstacle faced by implementing any recognition agorithm is"'t'hat the appearance of an object on the image sensor is aected in a number of ways by rigid body
transformations. Now, mathematically, it is not difficult to identify and undo those
transformations for individual objects, for example, using a method like the alignment
algorithm or the RAST algorithm. And, such algorithms are easily implemented in
terms of digital computer hardware. However, expressing this mathematical concept
in terms of noisy analog hardware is a much more difficult problem.
In order to alleviate this problem, we can try and take the following approach. First,
we would like to be able to separate the transformational aspects of visual object
recognition from the recognition aspects. That is, we would like to pre-process the
visual input in such a 'way that subsequent recognition stages a`r-6 only concerned
with a simple (geometrically non-invariant) classification problem like that described
in Chapter 7.
It is not difficult to see that for 3D object recognition, such a division of the recognition problem into a model-independent pre-processing step and a classification step
is impossible. Recently, equivalent results have been stated as the non-existence of
invariants (see Burns et al., 1990, Moses and Ullman, 1991, Clemens and Jacobs,
1991). It. must, be emphasized that for he problem. of indexing or, object recognition
with digital computers, this result is actually not of great significance, since (as we
have seen in Chapter 4 using algorithms from computational geometry, we can still
perform model base indexing in optimal time (log N) (where N is the number of
models in the data base). The main significance of the observation really lies in the architectural implications for recognition systems built from "neuronal hardware" (i.e.,
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Figure 8-1: Schematic illustration of view-based recognition in neural hardware. The
input image is transformed by a transformational module under 2D translation, rotation, and scale.'"The transformed image is using a recognition module that is not
invariant under 2D transformations. An object is only recognized if it is presented
to the recognition module under approximately the same 2D transformation under
which it was previously stored. Recognition requires that many transformations be
tried. It is likely that the output of the recognition module at each stage affects which
transformations are likely to be tried next.

hardware with the properties described above) or simple associative memory chips.
Now, because we can canonicalize under 2D transformations, these observations naturally suggest that a recognition system built from neural hardware" consist of
a single, mojel-independent transformational module that canonicalizes under D
transformations (2D translation, rotation, and scale), and a model-dependent recognition module that recognizes 2D views of 3D objects. This is illustrated in Figure 8-1.
2D canonicalization in the visual system could be implemented in terms of eye movements (fixation) and shifter circuits, both of which are well-suited to implementation
in biological hardware (Andersen and van Essen, 1987). Such circuits apply 2D transformations to the input image and present the output to the recognition module. The
2D transformations that are applied to the input image before matching can be chosen using a variety of methods, analogous to methods for bounded error recognition
systems: correspondence and alignment methods, and transformation space methods.
A correspondence-based approach uses pairs of point features to obtain a modelindependent 2D canonicalizing transformation; this approach was used, for example,

i
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by Lamdan and Wolfson, 1988. But, as we have seen in Chapter 3 correspondencebased approaches tend to unnecessarily re-explore regions of transformation space.
A more efficient hybrid approach might use well-separated key features (c.f. Julesz,
1981, Treisman, 1982) for canonicalization under 2D translation. Then, it might account for a limited amount of rotation and scale by simply trying transformations
covering a small range of rotations and scales for each translation. This is very similar to the approach used in Chapter 6 and is a plausible model of certain aspects of
human recognition.
Except for Chapter 7 the work described in this thesis has primarily been concerned
with complexity issues related to the division of 3D recognition into 2D canonicalization followed by a recognition module. As we have seen in previous chapters, such
an approach has recently been taken by a number of other recognition systems. The
complexity results about the view-based approximation presented in earlier chapters
apply to all these methods.
The way in which these systems differ is in the evaluation of individual matches.
Lamdan and Wolfson, 1988, and use the standard bounded error evaluation function.
Edelman and Weinshall, 1989, use a simple neural network for classification that
minimizes overall classification error. Poggio and Edelman, 1990, use a correlational
measure for recognition that takes into account some of the additional local geometric
structure of images.
Despite their superficial differences, these systems all havein common that they define
an optimal match as a match in which as much of an object can be brought into close
correspondence with part of an image as possible. That is, they are essentially firstorder evaluation functions, as defined in Chapter 7 Edelman and Weinshall, 1989,
and Poggio and Edelman, 1990, argue that such evaluation functions can plausibly
be implemented in neural hardware.
However, as the results in Chapter 7 suggest, higher-order evaluation functions are
likely to be important for recognition. Proposals for neural implementations of higherorder evaluation functions can be found in Breuel, 1990. This method matches small
object parts and combines the evidence in a variety of ways (Bayesian, linear combination, maximum probability). A similar approach has been taken by Brunelli and
Poggi'o' 991.
However, such approaches are probably too simplistic for real-world recognition systems. Realistic uses of higher-order statistics for object recognition will likely require
a better understanding of the statistical properties of images, perhaps along the lines
of the analysis presented in Chapter 7.

-

-

-
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Hunian Vision

There exists now good evidence that certain aspects of human visual object recognition of 3D objects are based on comparisons of 2D views, and that human subjects
have surprising difficulties to generalize from a training view, even if it contains complete depth information, to novel views of an object (Rock and DiVita, 1987, Rock et
at., 1989, Edelman and Buelthoff, 1990a) Sch results provide strong support for the
idea that human vsual object recognition utilizes a viewer-centered representation of
objects.
The results presented in this thesis significantly strengthen such teories of human
visual object recognition: the thesis gives bounds on the number of views of a D
object, establishes that the effects of the view-based approximation to 3D object
recognition are comparable to those of the effects of other common approximations
and unavoidable modeling errors, and demonstrates in an actual system that curved
3D objects can be recognized in 3D scenes using very simple view-based matching
schemes.
The specific nature of viewer-centered representations used by the visual system remains an open question, however. Three competing theories are: strictly view-based
representations (as described here), linear (convex) combinations (as suggested by
Ullman and Basri, 1989), and non-linear interpolation (as suggested by Poggio and
Edelman, 990).
The performance of human subjects on the generalization from specific views of objects (even in the presence of depth information) to novel viewpoints is comparatively poor, and the experimental results presented here suggest that even strictly
view-based recognition schemes might be sufficient to account for this level of performance. On the other hand, psychophysical results do indicate certain interactions
between stored views that are consistent with an interpolation theory of human vision. But such results can also be interpreted in a strictly view-based framework if
we assume a Bayesian interaction between views. This question should be resolved
by future psychophysical experiments.

8.7

ConcJu-sio-n§'--

The first major result presented in this thesis, the RAST algorithm, is a very useful
research tool. It represents a very efficient (probably in some sense "optimal") approach to the solution of many kinds of recognition problems. However, the, RAST

I
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algorithm applies mainly to the case of object recognition from small model bases.
With extensive pre-processing and/or for large model bases, there may be recognition
algorithms available. An important general lesson from the RAST algorithm is that
we should take explicit measures to avoid re-exploring smilar transformations during
the recognition process; failure to take such measures is responsible for the comparatively poor performance of alignment methods when compared with the RAST
algorithm.
A major part of this thesis has been concerned with the view-based approximation to
visual object recognition. We have seen that we do not need to use explicit 3D models
in order to achieve geometrically sufficiently accurate 3D object recognition. This is
a very general result and provides justification for a number of existing approaches
to 3D object recognition. It also strongly suggests that future work on visual object
recognition should mainly concentrate on questions other than geometry.
One such question, that I believe is of major importance, is the question of statistics.
By this I mean the question of what kinds of properties scenes tend to have, and
how such properties can be used to improve the reliability of recognition systems. In
the third part of this thesis, I have outlined the beginnings of a statistical theory of
scenes and shown in some simple examples, how the application of such statistical
principles helps improve recognition.
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Extracting Features froin Grey-Level Iniages

The basic method for extracting features from grey-level images used in this thesis is:
e Median filtering (e.g., Lim, 1990). Median filtering removes "shot noise". It also
tends to suppress irrelevant image detail without aecting edge localization too
much.
0 Canny-Deriche edge extraction (Canny, 1986, Deriche, 1987).
Deriche edge detector consists of several steps:
optimal"

The Canny-

R filtering

non-maximum suppression (a simple form of ridge detection on gradientmagnitude images)
noise estimation for adaptive setting of thresholds
hysteresis thresholding
thinning
in a num e
YS dependi'' g" fi -th" parflul'i_
licaEdges are then proce§s6d
b r of wa
n o
e
a app
tion. The most commonly used processing steps for this thesis are:
edge tracin (Ballard and Brown 1982)
9 ,
I
e estimation of local orientation
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The last two steps deserve some more comments. The output of the tracing step is a
list of points. For each point in this list, the point and its neighbors are considered
(the neighbors are considered in a circular sense if the endpoints of the traced edge
are sufficiently close to one another), and the principal direction for this point cloud
is computed.
For each point, this gives a smoothed estimate of the local orientation of the line.
This sequence of local orientation estimates 'is again smoothed by convolution with
a ID Gaussian; this second smoothing step is necessary because the quantization of
pixel locations makes the estimates of local orientations also quantized. The local
orientations are given a consistent direction using the direction of the gradient in the
grey-level image.
We could use the set of all such edge pixels with local orientation estimates as image
features. However neighboring pixels will be highly correlated and provide very similar information about the image. To reduce the information further, we can proceed
in several ways:
1. polygonal approximation
2. approximation by polygons and arcs
3. fixed scale polygonal approximation/sampling
All three have been implemented and used for the recognition experiments in this
thesis.
Variable-scale polygonal approximation attempts to approximate edges in the image
using extended straight lines. Commonly used algorithms are splitting algorithms
and split-and-merge algorithms. Such polygonal approximations have the disadvantage that they are not stable on circular arcs. This problem can be helped by allowing
both straight lines and circular arcs as primitives for approximating edges (Grimson,
1989b).
But increasing the inventory of matching primitives complicates later processing significantly. For example, a single straight edge in a model, when partial occlu ded

can give rise to two or more traig t edges in an image. Furthermore, the geometrical
constraints (see below) arising from pairing arcs and/or line segments are significantly
more complicated than those arising from point features.
A simpler approach is to approximate edges using polygonal chains consisting of segments of fixed size. In practice, this means that we simply decimate (sample) the
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Figure A-1: Ridges are useful for visual object recognition.

sequence of points that make up the trace of an edge. When choosing the rate at
which the original sequence of points is sampled, the spatial scale at which edge
detection took place should be taken into account.
This results in a list of (usually) nearly equidistant points with associated orientations.
For each such point, we can also retain a record of what chain the point belonged
to; such simple grouping information is used by some of the algorithms discussed in
Chapter 7.
This representation has turned out to be a good compromise. It is explicit enough
to be reasonably stable and robust to occlusions, but it also reduces significantly the
amount of input to later processing steps. Its main disadvantage is that it is not
scale-invariant.
For some experiments and ima es, we have also used ridge detection (Fischler and
WON1 1983, Horn, 1985, Riley, 1987).

A.2

Extracting Features froin Bnary Inaages

For many of the experiments, binary (bi-level) images, usually hand-drawn cartoons,
were used as input. The later stages of processing are identical to those for edge
detection. The process of arriving at the traces of edges, however, is different.
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Figure A-2: An application of the Euclidean distance transform in the computation
of dilations. The left image is the input, the middle image shows the distance transform, and the image on the rght 'is the distance transform thresholded at
which
is the same as a dilation with a disk of radius 5. The computation of the distance
transform for this 212 by 266 pixel 'image takes about 25 seconds on a SparcStation 2
and requires 57 lines of C code.

Broadly speaking, binary images were segmented and features are extracted using
morphological operations (Serra, 1982). The basic morphological operations used are
thinning, dilation, erosion, opening, and closing.
The only structuring element used in this thesis is a circle, and it is easy to see that
morphological operations with the circle as a structuring element can be implemented
efficiently as thresholding operations on the Euclidean distance transformations.
A Euclidean distance transform of a bary image assigns to each pixel the distance
of that pixel from the nearest pixel that is "ON".
For the efficient computation of the Euclidean dstance transform, a dynamic programming approach is used. The same method works for any convex structuring
element.
The basic technique is similar to a brushfire algorithm. Pixels on the front of the
brushfire are maintained in a queue to make the method more efficient. However,
unlike the brushfire algorithm in the natural norm on the square gird, the 1-norm we
maintain a record of the source pixel for each pixel in the distance transform, and we
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Figure A-3: Elimination of small "bubbles" in the thinned image using the method
described in the text. On the left, the original binary image. In the middle, the image
after morphological edge extraction, but with bubbles. On the right, the image after
removal of small bubbles using the method described i the text.

continue to propagate pixels to their neighbors as long as the distance in the 2-norm
from the propagated pixel is shorter than the original distance in the 2-norm for the
target pixel.
This approach actually computes only an approximation to the distance transform.
For our purposes, this fact is unimportant. In practice, the distance transform algorithm described above is very easy to implement, and quite efficient.
The three main computations for obtaining line drawings from cartoons are:
1. segmentation of a page of cartoons into individual boxes
2. conversion of dark regions ito edges ("morphological edge extraction")
3. thinning of lines
For the segmentation, the scanned cartoon pages (about 3300 by 2500 pixels at Odpi
resolution) are subjected to a dilation operation to eliminate small gaps in the boxes
surrounding the individual cartoon panels. Then, the background is filled. The dilated image is subtracted from the filled image. This gives masks for each cartoon
panels. A bounding box for each mask is computed, and the resulting coordinates are
used for cutting out the individual cartoon panels from the original scanned image.
For the morphological edge detection a slightly eroded version of the image is subtracted from the original image. In the eroded version, lines in the original cartoon
disappear and therefore preserved in the result. Larger, dark areas are transformed
into their borders.
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This method sometimes leads to the formation of spurious "bubbles" on edges (Figure A-3). The reason is that after the subtraction operation, there may be regions left
in the image that have nearly parallel and touching oundaries. These artifacts can
largely be eliminated by filling 'in all connected background regions with area smaller
than a chosen threshold.
For thinning, a standard iterative algorithm was used (see Pavlidis, 1982).
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